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ABSTRACT

In July 1970 the Texas Education Agency was funded by the U. S. Office
of Education for a project to strengthen the dissemination function of
statedepartments of education. Among objectives of the project wire
to (1) clarify understanding and increase knowledge of thsAissemination
function, (2) strengthen the state as an information link _between sources
of.information and practitioners in schools, (3) provide a forum for the
exchange of ideas, and (5) enhance communication between state departments
of education and the U. S. Office a Education.

Under the direction of a steering committee composed of representatives
from Ohio, South Carolina, Massachusetts and chaired by Texas, the project
concentrated efforts upon two national conferences, one held in Austin,
Texas, in November 1970, and the second, in Columbia, South Carolina,
in May 1970. Designed to bring together those responsible for dissemina-
tion at the state level, the conferences provided opportunities (1) for

__presentinginformation _about_disseminationr.zits_elements..,__OPerations and
promising practices, and (2) for improving communication between and among
state departments of education and the U. S. Office of Education. Each

conference offered both large group presentations by recognized authorities
on dissemination and small group discussions. In addition, full'reports
of each meeting were sent to all participants. Evaluation of the conferences
indicated that objectives of the project were being met.
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INTRODUCTION

Basic to the development of the project to strengthen the dissemination
function in state educational agencies were two assumptions:

Continued improvement in education'is largely dependent upon
information from research and development and exemplary programs
and practices reaching concerned audiences in local educational

agencies.

To ensure the necessary flow of information, there is a compelling
-need to strengthen the dissemination function in state educational
agencies.

Although the dissemination function, which results in diffusion, adap-
tation and adoption, had been required by most Federal programa for some
years, state efforts still appeared tragmented. Many state educational
agencies lacked a central locus for dissemination; there was a lack of
communication among the States and no-established miEhanism fbr ad-MI6-r1ng

such communication. Cognizant of theproblem, the United States Office
of Education through the National Cenier for Educational Communication
had sponsored a national conference in December 1969 to bring together
those state people responsible for dissemination. It was from that
conference that the idea for the project described in this final report
developed.

The project, funded through Texas and directed by a steering committee
.composed of Texas, Ohio, Massachusetts, South Carolina, and Utah, was
designed to involve representatives of all states and territories. The

project was designed to enhance the dissemination capabilities of state
educational agencies. Project goals were identified as follows:

1. To clarify understanding of the dissemination function of state
departments of education and the relationship of such activity
to the.continued improvement of education.

2. To increase each state's knowledge of the dissemination function.

3. To strengthen each state to serve as'a linkage between sources of
knowledge about educational practices and practitioners in local
education agencies.

4. To develop alternative organizational models for the dissemination
function in state departments of education.

5. To provide a forum through which each state department of education
nay benefit from every other, partly through the reporting mechanism
to be established and partly through the face-to-face exchange of
ideas.

5
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6. To increase the two-way flow of informatifon through established .

channels such as ERIC, including the identification of exemplary
programs and practices and collection and dissemination of infor-

mation about them.

7. To provide for joint planning between state departments of education
and the U. S. Office of Education which would enhance relationships
and facilitate cooperative endeavors.
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PROCEDURES and RESULTS

The first activity of.the project was to name a steering committee to
be chaired by Texas and to be.composed Of representatives from Utah,
Ohio, Massachusetts, and South Carolina. In July, 1970, the five-member
committee met for the first time in-Dallas, Texas. Also preient were
the project officer, Dr. Lee Burchinal, Assistant CoMmisiionerNational
Center for Educational Communication; and.Mr. Charles Nix, Associate
Commissioner for Planning, Texas. During the two-day meeting the com-
mittee took the following actions:

a. The group defined dissemination as the tending of educational
information to a variety of audiences-through a variety of.means
and techniques for a variety of purfoses. EdUcational information
was defined as evaluative information, information about promising
educational practices, and information from educational research
and deVelopment, and suCh.Sourcea as ERIC and PREP.

b. Objectives of the project were refined and the following were
adopted:

to clarify understanding of the dissemination function of state
departments-of education,

to increase knowledge of dissemination,

to strengthen the state as the link between sources of information
and practitioners--users of information--teachers, administrators
and others, and

to provide a forum for the exchange of.ideas.
.-

cere ,11 c. ;.ories.

c., The committee also developed a plan, including o

lb

jec ives and progrpd,,

for the first major project activity,-a nations con erence.on

seminationtobeheldNovember5-6,1970,inAtolfstinTexas. Tt

confen" I'las planned as the first in a two-c

.e
,

(Copies of the report of the July meeting of the steering committee Ind
other pertinent materials are included as Appendix A.)

On September 10-11, 1970, the steering committee met in Austin to complete
plans for the conference. Steps taken in preparation for the conference

included the following:

a. Each chief state school officer wat_informed of the nature of the
project, itg. goals and activities, and iias,asked to participate
by having'a representative attend the two proposed conferences.
To ensure Continuity to .earlier activities, each commissioner or
superintendent was ient the name of the person who had been de-
signated as the state's representative at the first national dis-
emination conference sponsored by the U. S. Office of Education
(USOE) in December, 1970.

7



b. Although the project was not designed to Wher data nor was its

purpose research, an informal survey of the\oSeration and organi-

zation of current dissemination prograns waOndertaken. The

information was to serve as one of the inputh, for planning project

activities. Answers were sought to such questions:ds "Are dis-
semination activities_centralized or coordinated within state

departments of education? If so, where is responsibility assigned???

The steering committee fejlt that such information-would be indicative

of the way in which chief state school officers viewed dissemination

and the importance they attached to the function. Forty-four of

the chief state school officers responded to the request for infor-

mation. Twenty-seven reported some centralized organization or
assignment of the dissemination function. Although from the desig-

nations of the various operating units it is not possible to determine
their full scope of responsibility, it would seem that a major area
of concern is identified in the unit title. If this conclusion is

warranted, it appears that 14 of the state educational agencies

(SEA's) replying to the question assign responsibility for the
------dissemination_of_educational_information to an'office having public

information or public relations responsibilities as a primary func-

tion; eight assign dissemination to an office performing same type

of "information services"; one, to an office performing "technical

assistance"; one, to the "research coordinating unit"; one, to a
"division of dissemination"; and one, to a "dissemination and dif-

fusion unit." Since the SEA's were not asked to describe the functions
performed by the centralized informational unit, further conclusions

about the organizational status in the departmental structure, cannot

be drawn. Although the data gathered in the informal survey does

not lend itself to statistical treatment, it does provide the basis

for the following generalizations:

Dissemination in state departments of education is fragmented;

there appears to he a lack of coordination of dissemination

activities.

. There may be a lack of commitment to dissemination as a major

function of an SEA.

Packets of materials were prepared for each participant.

d. Plans for the November ...onference were completed including
mailing invitations and other information to the 50 states

and territories.

(Copies of the report of the second steering committee meeting and,other

pertinent materials are attached as Appendix B).

On November 5-6 representatives of 40 states assembled in Austin; 12 of

those attending had attended the previous conferences sponsored by the

USOE. The conference was designed to provide an opportunity forrpartici-

pants:
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to become acquaiuted with the Dissemination Project,

to:be brought up to date-oh ERIC and other USOE dissemination
action efforts,

to gain information-about the current state of the art of the
dissemination function in SEA's,

to exchange ideas about dissemination practices and programs,

to hear reports on selected best practices, and

to become familiar with the elements of a good dissemination
program.

The 40 official participants represented a varietY ofbackgroun&s:and-
assignments: _ten reported.primary responsibility fir public information
and publications; 11, for information serliices of some type, includini-
resource centers or reference libraries; nine indicated same general

----assignmentlsuch as-curriculum-or-planning-consultanti six-satd
major responsibility was dissemination for some Federal pro3rams, Title
III, for example; and four were in research offices of one kind Csr.
another. This diversity reflected the 4rformation about'the status
of dissemination which had-been gathered earlier. A-source of: strength
on the one hand, the wide diyergence in interests, skills and assignments
also presented a major problem: .how to meet the-needs of each individual.

During their two-day 'meeting, participants listened to reports and major
addresses in general sessions and shared ideas in small groups.

a. Participants were brought up to date on dissemination activities
at the state and Federal levels. Reports were given Oh (1) the
Dissemination Project; (2) national efforts in dissemination;
(3) the results of the informal survey; and (4) the three model
projects funded under the National Center for Educational Communi-
cation in Oregon, Utah, and South Carolina; and (5) current best
dissemination practices..

b. They heard a recognized authority_in dissemination, Dr. Paul D.
Hood, Far West Laboratory for Research and Development, describe
the elements of a good dissemination program.

..

c. In small group discussions, participants exchanged information about
current and promising practices.

d. They also received packeti containing samples of state department
of education efforts for furthering usage of PREP and ERIC; a biblio-
graphy on research utilization; and other pertinent material.

(A copy of the Conference program and materials which were distributed to-
all participants are included as Appendix C.)

9
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The first-evaluative data gathered by means of a simple questionnaire at
the last session indicated that, in general, the conference had met
objectives. Sixty-five percent of the participants reported that the
conference had met their eXpectations "much" or "to a great extent."
A majority indicated that. various segments of the program had increased
knowledge "much" or "to a great extent." Seventy-two percent said the
small group sessions'had provided a forum for the exchange of ideas
and 67 percent-Were.of the opinion that the conference had given
them an opportunity to express ideas about dissemination. A last
question asked for specific recommendations which could be used as
guidelines for planning the second of the.two-part series.

Suggestions ranged from providing more opportunities-for-small-group
exchange of information about programs and practices to providing for
exhibits of materials-produced by the various states.- Because short-
range reaction such 'as that gathered at the close of a meeting does not
necessarily indicate the true value of a conference, the project\built
into its evaluation design the gathering of data concerning the first
conference at the close of the second. It is interesting to note that

on_the_emaluetAlee_xefiected the greet diversAty of
practice and organization among SEA's. (A copy of the evaluation form
and responses is included as Appendix D.)

In .7.anuary, 1971, a report of the conference was sent to all participants;
it included a roster. the project winery and print copies of visuals used,
and a conference summary--highlights of Dr. Burchinal's speech, Pr. Hood's
speech, a brief report on the informal survey of dissemination organization
and practices, brief reports of the three model dissemination projects,
and summaries of the small group and panel discussions. (A copy of the
Conference Report is included as Appendix E.)

On March 11-12,4971, the steering-committee met once again in Austin to .
plan for the second of the two-conference series, this one scheduled for
May 5-6 in Columbia, South Carolina.

a. The steering committee reviewed the progress4of the voject with
special emphasis upon the evaluative data from the first conference.

b. A research utilization specialist from the Austin area met with
the steering committee to assist members to develop the program
for the conference. The program for.the May meeting was planned
in light of (1) project goals and objectives, (2) evaluative data,
and (3) recommendations fram the research utilization consultant.

c. Invitations were again issued to all 50 chief state school officers
to send a dissemination representative to the conference. And once
again, the names of the representatives to the earlier conferences
were included. (A copy of pertinent materials is included as Ap-

.pendix F.)

On May 5-6, representatives from 42 states., two more than were represented.
in Columbia, South-CarolinaiTwenty-six of the 42 official
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representatives had alsc attendedi the Austin meeting; 12-had attended all

three national conferences. Specific conference objectives included pro-
viding an opportunity for participants to:

continue to increase knoWledge-of the disiemination'fune.ion in
SEA's,

gain a deeper understanding of the process of research utilization
and its relationship to their particular jobs,

to continue the exchange of ideas between and among states, and

to enhance the dialogue between the states and USOE.

During the two-day meeting, the program once provided for general and small
group sessions. Pareicipants heard Dr. Paul A. Leary, West Virginia Univ-
ersity Rehabilitation Research and Training Center, discuss "Research
Utilization: An Action Guide for the Change Agent"; explored in small
group discussions implications of his talk for their particular jobs;
were brought up co date on activities of NCEC; saw the premier showing

lay rdIttuseed-how-USOE-and-states-could
work together to strengthen dissemination efforts, and heard reports of
six promising practices. Especially valuable were the discussion groups

which analyzed two major questions: How can,the USOE help strengthen

state dissemination staffs and their efforts? How can states help strengthen

'USOE efforts? Several recurring key issues were reported by the groups:
training, commitment to dissemination, and lines of communication from

USOE to SRA's.

The majority of the discussion groupc suggested that usog provide
training sessions in dissemination ptactices for statejersonnel
in addition to continuing ,thean.!'.'.,%1 essemination conferences.

Two groups suggested that the Council of Chief State School Officers
be asked to make a definite commitment to state level information
dissemination in all forms.

The need was also expressed for identifying one person or office at,
the SEA as a dissemination representative through whom all dissemi
nation mail from usu could be channeled.

Each conference prticipant received a copy of A Guide to Innovation in
Education by Ronald G. Havelock. (The conference Program and related

materials are included as Appendix G.)

Evaluation of the conference indicated that, in general, both project and
conference objectives were being met. Nineteen of the people completing
the questionnaire had attended both project conferences. Of this number,

15 said the Austin conference had provided'information helpful, in.their
jobs. Specifically,'five indicated that they hal tried some new dissemina-
tion ideas because they had attended the November conference; eight said
they had contacted another Participant to share information; 12 said they
had gotten in touch with another participant to secure information. Es-

tablishing an information network of people with similar responsibilities

1 1
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was rinked as the most helpful experience of the project; strengthening
lines of communication to and from USOE as next.. -len people considered
partiCipation in the project since Novemberlivery helpful"; seven,
"somewhat helpful."' No one indicated that it had been of little or no
help. Reactions to the Nay conference were also, in general, positive.
Agatn, a large, majority, 87 percent, felt the conference met expectations
"much" or'llto,a great extent" ani a majatity felt that specific:coft-'.;.
ference activities increased knowledge of various topics such_as (1) hoW
research findings Can be moved into educational practice and -(2) promising
dissemination practices. Eighty percent felt that the siall-giOup.
sessions provided a foruM for the exchange of ideas. (A copy of the
full emlUitiOn-report with comments is 'included as Appendix H.)

A, final mailing was made to all participants in September including:

. _summaries of promising practices,

. a copy of Dr..Learyls speech, and

. summarie-s Of stain group discussions.

(A copy of the packet is included as Appendix I.)

12
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'.VONCLUSIONi.jAND RICOMMENDATIONS

14i(oV:00n4tenOe'PAitiCiPantiA0th-their:diversity ofbeCkgrounds

elairimentelfldiCatevthatthet4'4tiWieed.for,contimiintacti-
vItieitoCUi4ttenti*Uponliiese-minetiOnas a major,lunctiO**..
1i4.4440001i017.48004:8HOWeveivevidenii Can ,be found:that,* na-
tional recOgnition of the:importance

..,,W4iiiiMinatieh.,',OfeXample4.4t:tliejoyember 1970 tonferenceig4
:12:partiCiOantihad'attended_the December 1969,cOnference. At:the May
--1.971conferenoe',',26of those present had alto attended the NoVember
conference'. At appears that chief state school officsis:are'becipming
040ii7of the lied tor cOntinuity in dissemination responlibilitiii end
are taking advantage of opportunitiei to strengthen staff understanding

A-review of the evaluation of the major project activities, the two
.conferences, with special attention to participant's comments and sug-
gestions:indicate!' a'continuing need,for "training of attending personnel
in Mithödif"and procedures in dissemination"; "more practical application,"
"iimulation exercises as part of ... model building"; "technical assis-
tance for those states which are still lagging *acceptance of dissemination

as an au function"; "more fhow-tol.... training sessions." Commenti also

indicate that participants view the "network" concept as helpful.ind in-
cludespecific recommendations for a continuing mechanism to provide for
the contact between and among states. "This, group- should, continue to

meet"; "much of the vslue comes from continued contacts"; 'felt this

conference to be extremely valuable and I hope that they will continue .

on a regular basis." Reports from the small'groups session reflect this

interest! The majority of the discussion groups recommended continuation

of the annual conferences.

13
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SUMMARY OP STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING

Dallas, July 16-17- '1970..

Steering Committee Members

Present: Virginia Cutter, Director of Dissemination, Texas Education

Agency, Project Director

Special Guests

William Crowley, Administrative Assistant to the State

Commissioner,,Massachusetts

Richard Dragin, Title III, Ohio

W. E. Ellis, Director of Research, South Carolina

Bernard Puree, Administrative Assistant to the State

Superintendent, Utah

Dick Elmendorf, Research4Associate, NCEC, USOE,,Project

Officer

Charles Nix, Associate Commissioner for Planning,

Texas

Lee Burchinal, Acting Assistant Commissioner, National .

Center for Communications

Discussion Thursday morning centered around the following questions:

I. What is the dissemination function in the SPA?

2. In what ways may SEA resources be organized to carry out the

dissemination function?

' 3. How can the dissemination function be managed, evaluated, and

'continuously strengthened (renewal)?'

As the project seeks to provide answers, it will be concerned with (1) demi!

, mining the present state of the dissemination art among SEAs, (2) identifying

alternative approaches to.design of the dissemination function, (3) identifying .

ways to establish and/or strengthen dissemination networks or linkages (OE-SEA-

LE/41 Labs, National institutions, universities, private sector),.and (4) pro-

viding opportunities for strengthening staff competencies in dissemination.

15
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HlheAgroupagteed,..that fez' J)urpdies of thii.project:the.term dissemination

would betin Orpte t d to, mean those functions of 'an:sEA. concorneCwith,

,4strengtheniiigeducationalkactide.through.identifyiOrOmisingprograme
6 enCseflOint-.out.4nformatiOn:abokit-theM:throUgh-aVeriety-of:MediatO''a-
-,:variety:Of,:,a0dienced..includingedUCational.piactitioneriandleypublic.. .

r:,.'...Dissemineil:Orivia'uzed.byhis'prOject,.theriOneltidee:gaihering:.**tend-,
ls*,outprogram4nformation.(infoZMation.aboUt,inoVitiveandesieMplarY:,
:.,prOgram's and Oracticesi informationjranv.teSeirch siOd.,developmeniYeec.):

public information,and activities. relatedto 'making ERIC And PREPwidely

knocm and utilized.

FUrther_tasks of the steering ComMittee, included

I. Planning for a surveY.Of ihe wstati Of eri."

a. ideritifYlheplitpede-Of-such:asurvey---

b. developing a tentative 'outline of the.-instrument-:-

to collect 1-1formation

2. Planning for a NoVember conferetice as' fitat Segment of

two-part program

a. identifying broad goals which might he met

through the two conferences

b. identifying specific objectives of first

conference

c. planning agenda

(See attached materials for details.)

3. Specifying next assignments of steering committee

a. filling in detail of survey instrument and
returning to Virginia Cutter

b. sending names of speakers to Mrs. Cutter

The next meeting of the steering committee will be in early September

at a time and place to be designated.

16
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CONFERENCE I

November

State-of-the-Art

Orientation to the project

Survey (a. report,of Part I, b. review of Part II)

Identify needs and problems

Exchange information

Review of studies And projects already done

Update statement from the Office of Education

Efforts of other institutions (regional labs, etc.)

Report of three pilot projects

Case studies-

Exemplary approaches

Policy planning

Training

CONFERENCE II

Improvement

17
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OBJECTIVES FOR NOVEMBER CONFERENCE

Forum for exchange of ideas-

Selected best practices (Report,o,n three'pilot projects)

:presentation of EgIc

Orientation to project

. Updating from Alexandria meeting

ReView-of the survey (Results of Part I Critkue of Peri II)

18
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NOVEMBER CONFERENCE AGENDA,:

9:00- 9:30 a.m. Orientation to the project and this conference
'(visual presentation)

Updating state-of-the-art (follow-up of Alexandria
conference) (Havelock_Study, Brickell Study)
ERIC, PREP, NCEC, Model SEA Projects

9:30-10:30

10:30-10:45 Coffee
1

10:45-11:45 Updating continued

11:45- 1:15 p.m. Luncheon

1:15- 2:00 Survey (Report on Part I; Review of Part II)
Instructions for small groups

2:00- 4:30 Small gxoups
1. critique of survey design (30 minUtes).

2. promising-practices;.constraintS.

/:30- 5:00 Sranll group leaderr andracm:dars only, snythesiz
results of small group meetings

8:30- 9:30 a.m. Panel: summary of promising practices and constraints

9:30- 9:45 Coffee

ID 9:45-10:30 Presentation: elements of n good dissemination program

10:30-11:15 Audience response to presentation (Q & A)

11:15-11:45 Wrap up; where do we go from here?

19
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FUNCTIONS OF SEA

SEA Functions
SEA

xternal

ACCiedititOn

CiiiifiCation

1(0.:(Itoduce and Identify)

::$4,fpev,OOOMent:

'..0011.8(4ical)

Oona4tative Services

701iiiiiinition

Hp1:.

_

Management Information

''Paluatitn/Monitoring

:.Funds Management (Applications

:ApproVali Criteria)

Program Operation -,-

.ilesource generation

Planning (NA, :Goals/Objectives

Program Detiga)

'71Jegisl.itive and Policy

'1Development,

:.14ison with 'other Agencies

Internal Management

tt

Regulation

Information

Technical Assistance

Resource Distribution

Local

Decision

Makers

'

r. 4 . .

,'' ', ,
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APPENDIX B:

Summary for Second Steering Committee Meeting
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SUMMAR4-,STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING

YADETIN SEPTEMBER 10-11: 1470:

..e-,Oecond-meeting of the Steering,-Committee 14AS held in. Austin Texas,
Otembo 00 and llyith the f011owing:members present:

Virginia

.

-
Cutter, Direotor of Dissemination, Texas Education

Agcncy,,Project Director

Itiehard Dragin Title,/iI, Ohio

- W..-E. Ellis., -Director -of Research South Carolina

__Kenneth_ Lindsay , _Director, Technical_Assis.tange..Y_rogran4
Utah

Dick Elmendorf, 'Sésearch Associate, 1107, WOE 'Project-
Officer

Absent: William Crowley, Administrative Assistant to the
State Commissioner, Massachusetts

jrajor 4tems of business were clarifying objectives for the-Novembericonference,
finfaizing conference agenda, developing a discussion guide, and reOning the
uVey-

instrutent.

COnference objectives are:

TO provide an opportunity for participants

. to become acquainted with the Dissemination Project.

to be brought up to date on ERIC and other USOE efforts

to gain information about the current state of the art
of the dissemination function in SEA's

to exchange ideas.about dissemination practiega_and programs

to.hear reports on selected best practices

tebecome familiar with the elements of a good disseminatiem
, program

kplan foracquainting'chief State school officers with the projeet and for
inviting them to send representatives to the.conference waS deVeIelped. ., A

copivf:the'material mailed 'on September 25 is attached. As'Oonfeienet
. _

,participants are named,'an updated agenda, and other.materials
direct1yto them'. A copy .of the reviied prOgraM is attaehed.: YOU1/1,note
thataul Mood has accepted.aur invitation rto speak.On Pridoi,iember 6,

Ai:ndl)r.tdsfirwtli extend the offieial.welcoMe tO Texas.: ,

2 3
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During the past several years a number of national efforts have focused upon
the importance of dissemination of educational information. In December 1969,
the U. S. Office of Edueation sponsored n conference for dissemination cocii-
dinators from the 50 states and territories for.the general purpose of examining
methods, resources, and organization for making.information readily available

--toeducators.

One result of that meeting was the developmedt, by Texas, of a project to
strengthen the dissemination function:in state.departments of educAtien.
l'undedlinder:Title IV, Elementary And Secondary Education Acto'the project
is under the direction of a steering committee chaired by Texas avd composed
Of representatives from Massachusetts, Ohio, South Carolina, and:Utah.

.Central to the project will be two national conferences for Atate dissemina-

tion coordinators.., (A list of those currently designated_byeach state as
coordinator is enclosed.) The first conference wi1l4be held-in Nevember;

. the second, in the spring. Each state is invited.to,send An 'official repre-

sentative to these conferences. The project will reimburse eAchfofficial
participant for actual travel expenses and B%; per dieM. A state may send
an additional representative at its own expeAle, if it se desires,. Because
the conferences are being designed as parts of a total,effort co improve
dissemination in state departments of education, the steering comMittee
recommends that the same person be the official state representative at
both conferences. .

Scheduled for November 5 and 6 in Austin, Texas, the'first conference in
the series will provide opportunities for participants

. to review the current "state of the art" of dissemination
across the nation

to exchange ideas about dissemination activities

to hear a nationally recognized authority discuss
"Elements of a Good Dissemination Program."

24



: Page 2

We believe it would be helpful if your representatiVe_could

make a brief report to key staff members in your department
sometime tialowing the November conference

. assist the steering coMmittee in identify4ng needa.fOr
staff development, or training activities

attend both Conferences

As a first step in plannineproject activities,.we are Seeking information
,about the current state of the art of disseeinition. The steering committee
has:developect,a quettionnaire\which.asks abOut.Organization*d.budgeting for
dissemination. :A second.surveYto gather informatiam about specific disaeminaz:
tion actiVities will be presented .c.o'conference participants in NoVember for
thelr'reaction and suggestions fOr imfxtvement. At this timeWould. you or
your dUseminaticn coordinator please complete.the enclosed gUeStionnaire and
return it to me along with the name\of the person wham You have deeignated to
attend the confe,rence. Additional information concerning conference objeCtives
and activities iili be sent to your representative.

We.appreciate your cooperation in this'endeavor to strengthen the dissemina-
tion function in state departments of education.

Sincerely yours,

(Mrs. Virginia Cutter
.Proja -Director
'(Direct Division of Dissemination)

VC:ad

Enc
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SPONSORED

9:00-9:30

9:30-10:30

NOVEMBER:5;197o

Welcome L'EdSar, !Commissioner
of Edication,- Teias

Dissemination Project

Virginia Cutter, Texas, Projett Director

Report: N 'OS Center, for
EducationalC unication Activities

Lee Burchinal, 'Assotiate:Commiesioner,
U. S. Office of Education

23
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104541:45 _ &evict: Model pisieiinatiOn Piojects
4,

ii is.- tah.i,. ,
W. E. Eiiisei u ' gonna

.. n, .

_Milton rept

2 00-4:30 Small Croup pisolisions:
Criticiue :Part .11 Survey
Current gest PriEtices

Leaderc4illiam Crowley; "Massachusetts
Ken ,Lindsay,,Iltah

Richard Drairi'Ohio
W. E. LUIS, Pith

Jim Codcrim, Texas

:30-5:00 Group Leaders Kieting



8:30-9:30

9:30-9:45
945-10:30

10:30-11:45.

11:15-11:45

Panel: Summary Best Practices
Richard J. Dragin
William Crowley

Elements of a GOod.Dissemmation program
Paul Hood; Far West Laboratory

A

Audiehce Response
Charles Nix, Texas, Presiding

Where do'we go rdin here?

i



AN EXCERPT FROM
RESEARCH UTILIZATION: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

With Peradasibn from
Richard S. Farr

Institute forOommunication Research.
"-- Stanfor&Uniirersity

.Bennts, Walter ':(3.,_Benne,-Kenrikh.11. .Ch 1O, Robert. (Eli tors)
The P1 ann.! nil., Of Change:

.

. .

New YOik; !loll-, Rinehart and. W.Intton,.::Inc.,

Blanke

:

SeCond Ed t ion 1969

' .

yi rgi 1 E. (issue .Edi tor)

Theory I nto Practi ce.

Vol.ume 5, Number. 19.66;

Carlson, Richard' C. (Ed! tor.)
.

.7:
" .

Change'PrOceSs ln, the:PUblIc-.SChOeilt.C=.:

Eugene, Oregon; Center for' te..',,Advance

of Educational Adr'ni n I stra tiOn, 1965 -

Clark, David L. (Issue Editor)

Theory I nto Practice.

Volume 1, Number 2, 1962

Culbertson, Jack A. ( I ssue Ed I for)

Theory I nto Pract ice.

Volume- 2-;.":14tirib'e r".- 5, 1163:

26
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Etdell, Terry L. A Kitchel, Joanne M. (Editors)

Knowledge Production and Utilization in Educational

AdminiStration..

Eugene, Oregon; Center for the Advanced Stasis,

.of Educational Administration, 1968

Gruber, William H. A Marquis, Donald G. (Editors)

Factors in the Transfer of Technolor.Y..

Cambridge; Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, 196R

Guba, Egon G. (Editor)

The Role of-Educational Research in EducatiOnal:-

Change: The United States.

Bloomington, Indiana; National Institute

for the Study of Educational Change, 1967

Leeper, Robert R. (Editor)

Strategy for,Curriculum Chanw.e.-

Washington; D.C.; Assonlation:for Super-'

vision and CurriCulum'Development, 1965

-Larsen, Otto (Issue Editor)-

Sociblogical InquirY.

Volume 32 Number.1, 1962

32
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Melerhenry Wesley C. (Editor)

Media:Weld 'Educational Innovation.

Liocolo; Nehras1,;1 University, 1964

+11.1es, Matthew ..(EditOr)

rnhovatton InJEductlon.

New:YorkvColUmhi41":UnlVe,rsitY..Teachers

,lege BureaU of Puhlltations,1464

Miller, RiChard U. (Editor):
. .

'Pertpectives on Educational ;Change.

New iOrk; Appleton Century-Crofts, 1967

Rogeri, Everett M. (Edltor)

.Researh implications for Educattonal DlffUsiOn:

Major'.Papers Presented' at a.National COnferenCe

'on Diffusion of Educational Ideas..

East ).ansing; Michigan State University,.1968

Willavene (Issue Editor)

' TheOry Into Practice..

.:yolume 6, Number
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-TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY

CFO.rti

.201 EAST 11TH STREET AUSTIN, TEXAS 78701 AREA CODE 512.475-2066

CONTACT: Mar j Wigh.tiaan

AUSTIN -- Information specialists from 50 state departments of

education will gather in Amstin Thursday and Friday (November 5-6) to focus

nationwide effort on one key target: find the_best ways to get, new ideas

out-to the people who need them most, the classroom teachers.

Dr. Lee Burchinal, U.S. associate commissioner of-education and

:director of the National Center.for Educational.Commanication:ActiVities in

Washington, D.C., will keynote the 9 a.m. Thursday opening session at the

Villa Capri Motor Hotel.

Delegates to this national conference, who will include education

information specialists from the Virgin Islands to American Samoa, will be

welcomed by Dr. J.W. Edgar, Texas commissioner of education.

Mrs. Virginia Cutter, Texas Education Agency director of dissemina-

,

tion, will outline theioals of the nationwide project which _is being funded

under the'federal Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Mrs. Cutter is

director of the project.

Three different methods-of_moving research results and.other new

information from the laboratory to the public'achool classroom will be re-

, ,e 10:45 a.m. session by information officers from states which
..

developed model dissemination projects. Ken Lindsay of,Utah, W.E.' Ellis of

South Carolina, and Milt Baum of Oregon will discuss the experimental projects

underway in their departments of education.

3 I



. Phil Miller, Agency radib-televisiOn-film consultant, wf 11 preSent

discussion Of;14The State of theArt" 'at the' l :15 p:m. Thursday ,meeting...,'

&nap. grOUp:.sessions which will give 'delegates Ta chance to critique current
.

methadsof.-transmitting ideas Will follow -at 2 p m Discussion leaders Will

'include Mrs. Patricia SteVens .of Massachusetts; Ken Lindsay of-Utah, Richard.
Dragin bf Ohio, 17;E:, E1lisof Sbuth Carolina, ,and Jim-rCOOk-rum of Texas.

,. - ,

Friday sessions will npen with an 8:30 a.m.-panel discussion'

ctirrent.practices featuring Mrs. Stevens and Dragin:
'00

Dr. Paul Hood, director bf-conimunicatioris 'it the Far West Laboiatory
.

fOr EdUdational 'Research and Develbpment, -Berkeley; speak on

"Elenients of A Good DisSemination Program" at 9:45

Charles Nix , Texas associate commissioner of education fOr pinning,

will lead an audience diqcussion of the main points covered by Dr. Hood.
. "

Information specialists from ethication-service-centers.in-Texas. also.

expected to participate in the conference include 'Miss Sandra Newman, Region

XIX, El Paso; Mrs. Grace LeMonds, Region XVIII, Midland; Mrs. Lynn Pearson,

Region XII, Waco; David Schaut, Region XIII, Austin; Glen Morgan, Region II,

COrpus Christi; Mrs. Mar'y Jane Wells, Region XV, San Angelo; Leo Lambert,..

Region XVII, Lubbock; and Mike Cantu, Region XX, San Antonio.

Distribution:- Austin Media, Capitol Press
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Martin W. Essex
'State Superintendent of Public ,Instructiont4
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IC may be closer than you think.

Ulle,t,O, journals, catalogs, and in-

idexes: on, specific subjects are widely

gailable. A complete 'collection of

microfiche is at;

'Texas Education Agency

201 East lith Street

Austin, Texas 78711

Collections of various degrees of
'Completion art now available at

braries, schools, colleges, and edu-
, I

catienal service centers.

f'Full Collections, Service Centers

lecion VIII ESC, Box 1258, Mount
,

Pleasant, 75455

Reg ion IX ESC, 2000 HaT rison, Wichita

76309

Itegion X ESC, 210 Abrams Road,
- 'Richardson 75088

Selected Items qrvice Centers:.
ItelfonIESC,101 S. Tenth, Edinburg,

78539

Regien V ESC, 4455 Washington Bou-

''' levard, Beaumont, 77704

'legion VII ESC, ..Box4422, Kilgore,
er, 75662

gion XVI ESC, 1601 S. Cleveland,

knorillo, 79102

1
ItegiOn XVILESC, 713 Citizens Tower,

Lubbockr79401

aegion XVIII ESC, Box 6020, Midland,
79701

R'egion XIX ESC, 6501-C Trowbridge,
, El Paso 79905

Other Microfiche Collections

Southwest Educational Development

Laboratory, Suite 550, Commodore

'Perry Hotel, Austin 78701
psoE Regional Office, Division of'

Research 1114 Commerce Street,

Da11as,, 75202,

r .

North Texas State University, Denton,

76203

Our Lady of the Lake Ciullfge, San

Antonio, 78207

Sam Houston State University, Hunts:.

ville, 77340

Stephen F, Austin State University,

Nacogdocl,es, 75961

Tarrant County Junior College, North-

east Campus Library, Hurst, 76053

Texas A & I University Kingsville,

78363

Texas A & M University, College Sta-

tion, 77843

The University of Texas Special Edu-

cation ImtructiOnal Materials Cen-

ter, and the Education and Piychol-

ogy Library, ,Austin, 78701

.v

VtiliATrAi3.thit

Abstracts indexes resumes of proj-
ects, and other tools, of ERIC ,research'

can be ordered, from Sup,erintetident àf

Documents CataloiNn; FS 5,, 212;12037;

A, U. , S. GOvernment,"Printing Office,

Washington; D. C. 20402.'

Copies of pUblications in the system

are available from;

-.11swers

ERIC Document Reproduction Service

The National Cash Register Company

4936'Fairmont Avenue

Bethesda, ,Maryland, 20014.

Additional information on ERIC is

obtainable from:

ERIC

U. S. Off' 'e of Education

400 Maryland Avenue, $W

Washington, D. C., 20202

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY

Drawer AA 'Capitol Station
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ExiMpl6 2: YOUr district may,s,et up a remedial reading program,. but fifit,you.
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NOWflTEOINIQUES FoicareAsstoom

IN DESCRIBING:theYiiioUil' types :pf reaing-laittuatidigiii'Citors
,commenlyuse-,;threirtimnitqchiviti4ma'ritiitil:06freCtiVel',ind. nemiidiaii:.

i ,:W,,', i.::,,,;:',:,:,,' ,':::.' i°:, ,; '?.,'',,.0-4- r Y; kL::, -`;;,:,,,,..' r'',,-

al:inettitctiOn.)tac the".,foll0Willt;:'4 racterietics1; e,11.0,4*0...,;!",..,

4*±4.,:ia6;40CP9A#J0);010Jev.il*M44ki"tk441,44e4reeentl '.::.*.1-$144/4Th'
*itiv4at,toii,''::4:04,;00.14,;,iirOcasciaat.,:llia:'Owit iate,,:',Or,;ii,sCOtaiiyahiaaiit'l'aiiii, /

ollOW.4'difinitiSeliuence ,Of akille2,4ineectiViiie:
F:

. -1:Li'. , .

A*
eetiveAnet ctiOMA*4iireit"; :I0,1'.:: agAik ;'':',.00,!°V,**M41x10411,4bili Vin'''''

k

v classroom teacher in the claur 114.040#44*Ode140.n:: alo :'.hee:'

0111;447;t4aii4iii#4011 of develejujatal instraction.

',..'.,''''";!;,:..'
.

''',':' '',;;.-,,,,

RiliediarinstrUCtioX havthe ihree:Oh k Ateri:ItiOe,', ,,40:il ti atrOCon'',

CL{.,liut:isAnstructionithiCh is-giverv.: to',Childken4iidiMeeil.eiet:14,6414re .,

1:4100iCipeCityand/or,grade.leVel..., and.:127,by:Jyreadinirepecialiet.','Ottelde.of.
. .4

,

theclisirdoni.kisuailY:in a.speaial claisrOoM-Ot tliniti
. . . .

wicostwTONNIquzstsED IN CLASSROOM:CORRECTION
diagnosWoi the child's. reading:diffiCUltiem,Bes tWojiaj*objeCtiVis::

'4[7.to deteteine.th:cChilCs instiuctional readingle4.414,-the
instruCtion'should take place, and 57 to pinpointthesPeCifWekill An which

. ,
.

'k7the-child:id deficient.'
.

The, classroom teacher can use the following techniques'io diagnose 4uchiidla

'reading difficulties:

Group survey tests normally provide measures of comprehension4'vocabOlery, and

rate. But usually their main purpose is to provide's fairly adigUate,measure

of the grade level at which a student reads. Examples oUgrouPligiViftsits

are the Cates.Primary Reading Teiti and the Iowa SileheadingTeSt.

GroUpLdiagnostic tests aim primarilfat pinpointinuikilVdeficiericiea.. Those

that cover kindergarten throw& fOurth'4rade usually'measUre,riedincreadiness

. yisual and auditory.discrimination, vocabulary,,aud 'story readiigor.the.
comprehension of etories Or paragraphs. 'lests for,grades fOurtO'light:

'usually measure word'recognitionicomprehension, vocabularyi.xist04.;and:word

ettick. In,highichool and'collegil the tests focus,On-nies100,44.*cabulary
Comprehension, rate, and.word,attack.H.Some testexemOesHoUgo4vd1agnostic

...AnrAttede level. are: for four to fivs, tix-to-tihe;.and ten .WthArteeti, the
Dvorak.4/an Wagenen Diagnostic Examination, of Si tint Riading A wilitiefor

,

!( ;, 'Ex te ind condensation from Monograph 4 C of the PREP (Put* g Relearch Into: Educationtilltacticei

OcristefraPired bY theDit;ision' of Information TechnolOg*' and Disseininaiion, Bureau oflyse4,1.1;g.tf:: OlfiCeof

0'#0:1!°"'
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rtheBoTicibBelowRoYVNeWDevelornentalL-Re.a4OEleitio44,Ond.
InterMediatkirade reading, the Sond-Clynier!.Hoyt 'DeVeioimunitif lailioS

iiiherjouVeresii are Widely used for diagnosing reading deficiencies. The
, .

.

,

lost commonlyused are those which, because they, are testing only-one or
7404actbil6; iio,Ohori,, simple-) end'often Made up oln the spot; :when the

teioliir-ii'vo0ing With a NOL. Poi indiance,:if a toad.ler'w4Oto to knO0'
iEJohnny.knows how to blend tho6ligraph ch,he simply esks, the Owpil.to

foronoonce several Nerds which begin-or end with, ch. If he wanterto test

the,student's literal 'comprehension.(redall of facts) he asksJohnny to

read several paragraphs and,then'esks htn factual questione,aboWt the

paragraphs. If 'he wants to know if the pupil-can divide,words into sylla

bles,' he gives him a number of words to syllabicate.

The informal reading inventory which the teacher gives to individual studenis

is a longer, mote complex test. A carefUlly graded series of.,bisal readers

can be used to construct an informal reading inventory. Solrociigos Of 100

to 200 words are chosen from each book in ihe series, takinlithreeseleciions

from each book--one frOm the beginning, ;one from the-middlevaneone,neei

the end. The pupil should be started ai a relativelY:oosY' level:, reading

orally .to the teacher and then answering the compreheneion qWestionstbaeed

upon the content. If he is unable to handle the first selection given to

410 him, he should be moved back to an easier level. The child continues 0

read successively more difficult selections until the teacher deteriinee

his various reading levels and gains the appropriate diagnostic information.

A child can have three reading levels:

(1) An independent reading level', at which he reads comfortably 1

without assistance from an outsider. As he reads orally he ,

yould probably maks no more than one Word pronUnciationerro '

oui of 100 words and achieve'a Comprehension score of about

90 percent.

(2) An instructional level, at which he makes satisfactOry_progress
.

under teacher guidance. The instructional'levef, is determi id'
. , -

by a 95 percent accuracy in word recOgnition and a Iconipteh nsion

score of at least 75 percent.

(3) A frustration level, which marks ihe point at Which the-oh ld

can no longer function adequately withthe'material.

The selections that forM the informal reading inventory can beadrnii3,istered

to the child both in an oral readingexercise and in a silent readirig exercise

to see what differences there are. One:blithe primatyreliens for heying a

child readorally is to-give,the teacher an opportuniry.to obierver e"

Phrasing and pronunciationfekills he exhibits. .

YTHE USE OF'STRENGTHNEAKNESS CHECKLISTS In addition,t6 determining:rA eading

levels and gathering information about a child's comOrehinsion ability-through

'informal techniques, the teacher can, by using checklists such as the.following

:with a+ and .; notationvdevelop a picture'of the childlsetiengths and weak-

nesses

ktw

4 2
:AK
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draLleadineSkills
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Attitudes. .(toWarif school,.

.teacher,,read#113),

Home .envirOrient ,
Other. obiervitions

,

:00SERVATION IN THE CLASSROOM Observation is a technique that";.nan,andihnUId

be eMp oyed. in the classroom at all times. It is A bisictechniqUequifing
4ri.or.eXtra.time ormaterials, and can be used every day, by' everytesther., .UsUally

%:.obeerVations gO Unrecorded. They tan be.uted at the first opporitriiity.:*to:;help

the itUdent.'

Four specific principles to keep in mind when observing individuals are: ,

(1) Because the student .is always changing and growing, an observation
that was made last year may not describe-his present reading performance.

(2) A teacheran observe only a small part of a student's total behavior.

04 the basis'of sunh limited information, the teacher can take tentative

generalizations about the,siudent's reading..

Observations made by A' teacher may tell mOreabout.,the teaCher than,

about.the student. His.first impression of:the student, his philos-
ophy Ofeducation, and many:other factors.miy colOr whs0 sots.

..

Idially'obeervations should be interpreted 4n conjunctionwith
view, i-test -end, .othi*data. HoWevet observat ions .-.Often. Are, the, only

,

InforMation,avaiiible At ,the mothento-and siometimecactiOri:should riot be:.

deferted:-L,



Of information can be gained': fiimi;;obiervation. Oiiclert#s
, ,

7,ATLPliCloqtrZliratele -tat their exPeriencea,to.7othera4-4eiCher-,.lear*-IbOut....
-and..E.languOge ',Patterns 9:' jintereAPS., And- personality traits.

or*inti0000t),OmenditionsiniLattitUdea erealso impOrtant
eT6iiu4entvreaeilinidtheteacher caii-observe_theirord recognition skills,

' prOntinCiationiphrasIngi and expressiOn.,-The itudeni, iäi revealAde attitude

tOward.:readingwhether he feels enjoyment, indifferencej dislike, anxiety,

!reiietance,',or:hostiiity: Dramiatizeitreading givesan even iietter picture of

the etUdent's ahilitY to.read with expressionifeeling, and meaning.:.

WPM, I

,,SubstitUrions.of words give the teacher valuable clues about a'studeWs
comprehension of the,material he is reading.. Jf he:sUbstitutesa word that

mikes:sena:1 in the:,context of.the,sentence, he Aaprobably reading for

Meaiiing. But if the wird substituted makes,no pense, he is Mirely:pro-

nouncing words.with little understanding of what-he-reads., The teacher

should observe what kinds of unfamiliar WOrdsrgive a student difficulty.
Are they common wordsvlong words, words within.his experience, or words

foreign to him?

.A student's reading interest or level may be indicated by his selection,of

reading material in a free reading or library period. His behavior during

silent reading,indicates his power of concentration.

Oral reports provide additional opportunities for observing students' interest

in certain topics, as well as their ability to organize and reportmffectively

to their classmates. By observing the audience, the teacher can get an'indica-

rion of how well they listen and evaluate the reports given.

Same students will catch on quickly, while Others neid a new concept explained

several times. Slow learners should not be ignored, and students who learn

4uickly should not be held back while the others catch up. Students are

often embarrassed'when they are laughed at for their mistakes, while the

bright child who finds pleasure in reading may suffer equally from an anti-

intellectual 'spirit.

FOR ADDIT/ONAL SUGGESTIONS see Boyd, Guy L., and Tinker, Miles A.,.Reading

culties: Their Diagnosis and Correction, 1967, Appleton-Century-Crofts, New

York; and Strang, Ruth, Diagnostic Teaching of Reading, 1964, McGraw-Hill, New

York.

FOR THE FULL PACKET OF MATERIAL IN THIS MONOGRAPH, contact your regional Education

Service Center, referring to PREP No. 4-C.

ADDITIONAL CONDENSATIONS of PREP material are now being propared. Schools may
duplicate additional copies of this material as needed.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, 'contact Mrs. Celestia Davis, Reading Consultant, Texas

Education Agency,,Austin, Texas 78711.
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APPENDIX D:
Evaluation of First Dissemination Conference
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VMPT 7F,MIWAY11 Iffl9r

DISSEMINATION,CONFERENCE,

.order to help Us'-deterMine the effectiveness of the Disaemination Conference,
we
,

needYourepinionHCOncerningthe following Itemi.

Iteacito each of:'thif;following-Items interms of.your experienceg'at the. Confer--
IndicateyOurresponse on the scale by circling the APproptiate number.:

Please hand in:theAuestionnaire as 'you leave the last.sesSiOn.

Figures Circled are percentage's.
To:a
-Great:-

None Some Muck: Extent

Extent to which the Conference met
your expectations ,,,

Extent to which the general sessions
increased your knowledge of

project "Improvement of the,
Dissemination Function Of

.
State Departments of Education"

:"-Etifrernents.nssemna-
tion activities at the Federal
level
model dissemination ro ects

as 3 40
matirgpmzreP

. stateof-the-art of dissemination 1 dr:, 2 Oro 3 OV) 4 $111

. 3' promising dissemination practices
e ements of a good dissemination,
program

Extent to which the small group sessions
provided a forum for the exchange of ideas

Extent to which the Conference provided
you an opportunity to express your ideas
about dissemination

2

1 2

This Conference would have been more beneficial to me if

(See attached pages for comments)

*Circled figures represent percentages. Figures have been rounded.
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r'ec

P'er:311

:

s:'-.0Onference, would have: been more bane f icia/ to. me i ;

work -sessiOn,:inwhith individuals antidipate what the nekt.;steps. are
beCi(heme.,=.7perhap"s1;in,writing iipPortunicy io. h4Ve'ecin.01..ianti,
WOrk,-With.individUais'andsmall,groups.
cotgerenCe..no

SPAdifie sessiari on creatIni awarenese \,(hor) 'among.SEA staff members
re values, techniques, etc.' regarding disaemination.k

. .

Specific ,session on- how to -doOreliiiite'' diaseMination 'effoxts -Within- in-
SEA. , To what degree should emphasis be-..plece(t on;tentral'.divisiOn on
disseMination.

Several shoW-and-tell exhibits and seveial brief, tesiiMoiiials.with
slides: and handoutk.

...it 'were next year and I had hid a year of experience in tharea.
It was excellent to give me ideas--an naccumulationn-procesi as.much:as
disseminat ion.

...participants had .an opportunityl.to move ,into specie/ interest groups
woik'With .people of similar baCkgratind 'and: experienCe. 'A numbei of people,.

.though vetbal, are relatively inexperienced 'with. referenda to both diaseminatiO
and education.

4. "Greatn--But, we would like to have a report en the Dissemination Center,
in Washington, D. C. with slides and models. Lee (Dr..Butthinal),talked
about 10 packages to send out for programs. Have someone pUt. them on at
our next conference.

5. a. It has benn longer--with more opportunities provided for small group
. disculsion--mixiv, of small groups io we could make more in-depth contact

with more peep).- Such contact is somewhat difficult otherwise if one
is female and non-drinkerl

b., Let's hew cdru from the advanced programs, like New York's..
c. A listing of the participants (eitherAust the official ones or,

preferably all participants, with theieresponsibilities, titles, etc.)
provided in our conference packet so we would have it ,torefer to during.
the conference, not getting 3 weeks later. For.people(like myself)
have had no previous contact with anyone in attendancet.this would have liCie
most useful in terms ot general orientation to the conference.

6. The direction was controlled .in stall. group session - ,(Group I).

'.7. ...I had been better informed about dissemination 'projeCte' and personnel. .in my own state department of' edUcation prior:tO attending..
.,

, 8. lio Each participant should have brought-i0-COPies of theirilproducte.
b. A good dissemination bibliography and CopiesHof outstanding:books,or,

reports on dissemination should have been.available to take:home.,

,
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...-.,:.,.. -4:1,:zil

.1C 4b:etisict d , CP* bitil4ealaPkieri -should haVe' beeri.-..repricdUced eri
. ..,.

diaii' niiteit;:ticParticiPents..,,o1,T.,::'.°-..' ,,-. .' ..;:'',.:.:.';i*?".- ::, .
. d. Dis5eminatioñi Mode ls...-iii _the .: glebe l espect,7were not coVered: well:

or ' time seemed.;:..to,:ba 130,en:ti:iril smaller ,:aiiPeCtST4)t.:111:sseminitiOn,,
IG, PREP ,.,.,a i,,:ether,.,4a etta.li.f, e,...4iiiitv .- iiie, ,...;t

,.. .,

:
would

., *, ,e.,.',' 6,8*
,r

'e-ti:*i';:-Eitartt'W 'rseV,..00 --nie a sten 'en. -talk ab
aPecifiCe -

: ,

'. 4 *(14,1;iN0f1 . .4it.7,77A1:.. :.146S-i::!, il* 9:!1:,an ...*541;:ie'?:.**el'Ath.e'.'i;.0.0t4110
. Cif;'*a-r/1-14a0iir Cliiikeie-,,. 'iii,A:korif*Y,F061.,hii,oef;!..0e.,tiiie4ikideOti'''
....!iiii..;;,,,;itioi*-cie...4**44.;!' :,e,-,';.;,§g410(*tig:iii'i0.#:':i:;.t4iiik''ion*:.'"'

should be made to? SEA .:iiihe'' ....o. *4.41k.;:eiitip07.01.44;eilliAiii7,21.ki/i0.46..,A0,1,,

'thittaOme ?;,disseiinition',:perionnettianf)iien& 10%:'.04.1thei'rtime.. in:'.1.0prny
:MethOdi .:;%,_,. - 7; -.. .: .,'.;:.:.,:;,;.,-',:,, .: :. ',;i:;,':'.'-' -;-'.;.:7,;')Y,,!ZA.N...- . .- ,:".;:s-,,; ,, .--;.'.-;.;-- .:c, ,.. '.

: ,I ".leinild. 'like -;to 'think- the.-TexieS;ik'Perierine/:fer .:e'lieir., hosiita/itY.-a
thii ..meeting.`.. . ..; .. .,,- : ., Y',;,:;;E:.:!:::::.?4:: ,'..:. :.:'.'''..',,' ., f.r. ',, .',41...'.:i': ". '''''' , .'5p;,,

.. sampla:;eyaluation .instruments shoul;d:,1:i:etrabeen.'reguaat*ii,, of .-. each .toarti4P0
for ekehangat . .. ' .

... Copies of.: all::the 'talks, including cepiea of Overlap., 'ahead be availabi'a
,, . . , .

- to. partiCiPentw. ....,., . ......
,

9. WOUld: like ;to See, ;deve/oped.. Discuesion On, polling technitjuee. --.. devices ,
,m

eValuation of. programs', 'apeciai/groUp sesSions in ERIC an& PREP,..publication.
radio fic TV, .drug and diesemination.. - ..

,
--'..,

,1 . ...More information about the' Contexts . of the conference' Were sent. to me
before. I came' to Austin.. .1 believe that the COnfirence.,was a,..geed one ' , NY

Opinion .is ;that there is a limit to the eietent,.itiat the ebove,,ebjective :can:
, .

be reached thru a conference.

',6C,P,;

11. a. Either' the, general and group discus's ion had been -confined to the-Mere
nlimitee', functions and activitiee of Public Informution and Public
Relaeions for State education agenCiee.

. . .

b; If I had been aware prior to 010 meeting -Of how mucti research and . .
deveLopthent *and managerial functions were "incompaseed.'irf.the ,conferenCe! II
definition of, lidissemination," se that T. cauld:,:hav,a,den.eAore homeWork,. i!*4

beferehand.. As it is, althlugn I was tremendously :intereeted in the new
concepts (to me) of the ' disseminatorw es the .1Ilinkageu,cbetween lie lidated
"promising practices" ane, cun ceadily appreciate their; itiortance, I, ..
can not conceive of persenai.ly adding Or substituting theee' more than
full-time 'duties to my- PIO duties *nor Can /;think -of, ,anyOna. of our t
overworked ; staf f members, who could assume thie job ,,unlese, there "are

, tpadditional federal funds available for ' neW poSitions.:4-purthermOre, it
almost appearti that '1.1disseminatoe is used hire:is ,li iiiiiiiiiiir 8 triait it.8, , , , ,I1 , 1 le ,

duties ,are: so closely intertwined 'With inetruCtienal'.practicee and
management objectiVes. One More .point,,-if : neW Poaiticinti;::frir ,thia , purpose,
were created and sOmehow' funded , are : there: training 'prii,graMs, or ; priteria ..,i,,

...." 'fog,. deweioOng the 'proper quatificaiions? This. iii.,riot4:',criticisM of.'..*hia',:,
very' iietifoorganised `i, ,graciously hos ted ;Conference.I , it:0614041y haVe 'gained
greatly/frotn talking to Other. delegatel, 'and thank, tiri. Cutter end `the !,
oilier/ most heartily for their hoipitaliti ,..



4 Divergent dissemination in small groups was not challenged by authoritative

'leadership. Most of the leadership seemed to be concentrated in two of

five groups. Wtll paced and directed large group dissemination, convergent

and divergent was apparent.

-13. Speaking as a newcomer (and laieseumer). The next one will be more meaningful

to ut because I will have bettetwgrasp of purposes of project and methods

of disseminatiOn in my own and other departments.

14. ..two or three actual model dissemination programs had been.presented.

(a complete program for SDE) I did get many excellent ideas from the

conference.

15. There would have been a display area for some tf the states to show their

"wares". Also an evening period of, say, two hours or so set aside for

display and showing of various films and slide tapes produced.by various

states. Need a systems approach to implement a program, i.e. specifics on

the ideal program in the ideal situation An disseMination it(that we can

use this guideline for modifying our_qwn_programa. Not enough_time! Need

more time for exdumge of ideed-bitween individval state represefitlitiVerr-:

18. More material or definitive information were aveilaI2le prior to the con-

. ference. Future consideration--P10 unit and function:

a. Priority acceptance or designation by chief state officer.

b. Effective organization patterns--strengths and weaknesses.

c. Dissemination related to total communications procedures.

d. Methods and techniques for determining phases or degree of effectiveness

of dissemination (and related, ie, collecting processing) practices

presently being used.

17. Excellent conference, well planned, superb hospitaliSy, and excellent

location! Thanks for all the fine effort by TEA.

18. a. Following the presentations by Utah, South Carolira, and Oregon, a

question and answer period should have been plannei. Should have

lasted three days at least. ,t

19. Chance to talk--but little opportunity to consider--nefore the conference

what might or should be said. More extensive orientiort to the project

"Improvement of ...". Also, distribution of prewritAn t.. "-.; consideration

before attendance would not only save time, but would r effect a vast

upgrading of the amount of thought represented by the .
cs and remarks.

Also, this would add needed clarity and a shsrper focv9

20. ... aspects of total involvement, public relations and human re /cm'', were

explored not specifically R&D-PREP-ERIC. There are other areas whicn are

just an important.

21. a. It has been longer so we could gain 4 more detai)-.d idea of how dissemi-

nation is handled in each stato,

b. more inter-linkage could have been ehed t*-+Ien waious parts of

the dissemination program and how HI,/ zoL: bes io a

complementary whole.
rN
4,
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c. Need more opportunity to share ideas on a smallTgroup,and individual .

level.

...the conference had addressed itself to specifically to what is being
done where, what problems have.been encountered, what is and has-been'
&pato overcome those problems, and staff training and development, plus
budgeting. I believe the conference should confine itself to-department-
wide dissemination systems.

23. the emphasis would have been on strengthening the dissemination function
of State Education Departments rather than strengthening dissemination.
More on strategy of coordination of fragmented dissemination effort in
state departments.

24. there had been fewer lectures on theory and anticipations and more
practical demonstrations and success stories. I wish we could have had more
questions and answer time tmmediately after each speaker rather than at the

end of the conference.

25. ..we had had:
a. An overall view of dissemination functions in a "typical" State

department. For example, Oregon's public and professional information
system is great while South Carolina's research dissemination system

is notable. BUT HOW ABOUT A TOTAL PICTURE OF DISSEMINATION BY AN
SEA, from public information to curriculum innovations, and from
ERIC and PREP, to public relations work? I contend that dissemination
is the prime function ofeach and every member of any given state
education agency. Question: How can centralization and decentralization

be balanced?
b. An opportunity to obtain sample materials of newsletters, monthly

magazines, curriculum publication from selected but representative
state education agencies, e.g. from different states representing areas

of the country.
c. A stimulation exercise whereby a given group would have had to design

a dissemination program for a mythical state department and state -

GAMESMANSHIP!!!
d. More opportunities to simply chat with other people; more information

is disseminated, validated and settled_upon over coffee than at most i

formal conference sessions.
e. A little more time; A days is not quite enough time; people just barely

get acquainted and attend to the conference before they begin packing

and planning to catch other planes...(and trains?)
To put these ratings and comments in context, I have only been on the job

A months. My needs were more basic than many of the other,,more experienced

participants.

26. ...we could all speak the same language. No perceptible way to correct

this. Material offered seldom specific enough to '.,e1 useful. I do think

such a conference can give fresh perspective on one's home base.
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APPENDIX E;

Materials sent to Participants in
First Dissemination Conference
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PROJECT..:SUMMARY

.

. .

e werto take a look atthe'Texas"project is to see how it 41...started and'-
. ,

.101at.,hopes to accompliSh. You might say that the project hadjt.t:roots.
1:lickjnthatTnstionsLnoncetwfor improvingedudation which iesnitedjWsuch,,
legiS/4tiontOhe EleMentary:and.Secendary Education Act:an&the-*mational
EAnCitiOnACC4nd their amendments. Each of these acts ansinthers-WhiChhave
been0,44ted:bocit.00Jedsral,and,State'levels c iied speciaLreferences to

;:...-.Alisseeinitionn..4ave_spetial-emphasls_to getting info ationlrowsO4rces of
,know/edgenew prOgramd,R6D'eenterst and the like--tb practitioners4:.class
-room teacheri in sChool:rOoMi acrosi the nation., V

,

A. number of actione retulted from ihe legia/ation. MP, far.exaM0144...Was
eitabliabed. Sracialists in dissetination:weie added tO-tanY dePatemnis:Of
educatiem-public information offices were expanded... EientuallyJREPeaMe.

-along.

"-yinally,,a.conference was Called by USOE inDecember, 1969, to eXPloiethe
whole tatter of disseMination.. One of the suggestionslrowthat toiference.

Was.that a project be'developed to ttrengthen diise*nation.in:44
,ment0 of education. Texas,becaUse of.a deep interesiln dissemination,

decided to1011ow Op on the recommendation and to inv.i;e fOUrOtherf:Staies

:to join:us.. We were.fortunate enough to have the proposal'ApProViOndfunded.
The first.Major activity Wass conference in Austin,:Texatvin No4e0b40970.:::.
The nexeWill be a spring conference.

bow for details of the project. First its name: 'Project to Stiengthen.the
_ .

Dissemination FunctionAnState Departments ofEducation. And with:4;nime.

'like that theres 4o need to_spell out goals!

o run the project there's a steering committee of five: Texas, Massachusetts,

South Carolina, and Utah: Of course the representatives from each of the
--50 states and territories are integral parts of the-project, for it .is tr'uly a

project'for all.' '

.

. .

Theitteering committeels.firstjob was to decide just whetwas,mearit:byidistemi
. . .

:nation. :If the 'prOject-wer going.to :improve dissemination, thos41.nvolvedcer.-, ,

tainly,hed to.know what,it was, or at'least what,the project thlightjt.:.was...

When the4roject speaks of disseMinationi it Means.the sending.of,educational

informationto a variety of audiences through a variety'etineeni:t0Ctechniques
for a*Veriety:Of purpOties. -By educational informationiTthe::.projeCi":means:evalua

tive.information, infermationabout-best pricttcei,,informationlroM educational
R&D4:4nOnformition aboUt what's going on-tri.locAlschools:and inthe state.
rdeptitments Of:education. It_includet program information,: pUblic information,

ERIC, andTREP. Or to say it still tpother
,utes the::terM.included reports.of research and other atudiesi;departmenCperiodi-
ca0.s'.andother publications,.newS releases,:radinlmd
-ences, and'other activities designed to ipread'the



Speifie,ebjectives 'of the project are to (1) clarify understanding- of the . I'tr

14#41,10Pation. finetion,. (2) increase knowledge of dissemination', (3) stiengthen q
'etatif es an,information- link, '(4) provide a-feirtinfeir- the exchange of ideas,'

) inckeise the two-way -flow of information through such channels 'as. alkIC.
, ., . , , .-,

carry-out thesi'objectives the project will (1) conduct surveys (not research-
oriented studies but broad sweep, sur face gathering of information ,to answer
inOh questions es Where are,We in, dissemination aPInii,Y?..,: What.: are- the b*it pracuS'
lees .which shoUld ,be passed'on? What 'needs for special -kinds' of training do':
these zwith ,dissemination responsibilities have? (2)- hold conferences (one ist: -= ,..

700,*11-,:Prthe. fal 1 ;one_ :13 lanned -; fur -thespring -in -another-locat-ionf:-.(3)and
'prePare',and' distributc`reports,' Of conference activitiel, results of 'sUrveys,
sioiseries of- best,prectiCea, -and the like. ,

Ojeci Participents=the,J. 'tion specialists Choien by the chiek stite ...
, . . . .

.schoOl.`Officer- to. represent , State- are, a Mixed, grouP:. some are Aisimaint--
4 . ,-,

tiOn speCiiiliats for, Federal', egrams, Title 111,, foil example; sc#00_,--researchers
oiiif,'.:pnblie -informition Of ficerai still' others are dePattmentaf,lihrarianti.
e _believe that` snch diVersity. is 'a source ;of strengtfi, not'weakfiess-...: The

i.t,..,,. arious participants bring to project actiVitiee different' backgroUnde, 'di*
eient skills, .different knowledge. Eich Can learn' from the. Other.

-' ='..:1 ''
oject participanta_ agreed tO atcept certain respentilMlities::': first,' tOt:

:attend twO conferences second, tO report-to' key Peop/e .in 'their ,departmente
.of=education upon project activities;. Particularly'.the..conferefiCes;,:third .

toCeisp/ete'the'surveys; and finally, to exchange: inioratation aboUt what
,: they: were doing.
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CONFERENCE:SUMMARY

_

T e agendaat the:Conference featu.ed (1) reports On:activities 0..t he National
_ _ ,

:CenterjorEdutatiOnal ComMunicat:,an (NCEC) and model:cliiiMination projeCiS.,
,..fundeOn Oregoni,Utah, andSouth (.:arcthla; (2) a brietsummary ef:the:informa-
'tiOn:On:Current Oisemination operation and practiceafrOmhighly informal .

aUrvey3) small group arid:panel diecussions an' current best disseMination prac-
'0Ces; and (4). a talk On.the'"Elements of a:636d bisseMination Program:"

HIGHLIGHTS OF DR. LEE BURCHINALIS REPORT ON NCEC ACTIVITIES:

'-the:natiOnal.c.nauniCation:prOgram is being built Uponjfie-follaWiniiiiiMises:
1.,..There are practices currently under Way in.soMe:SChools in the:nation

which can make a difference in education..
There are solid research and'development'products which should be
disseminated. ,

Knowledge about how to coMmunicate these findings arid practices is
increasing.
Itcurrent best practices are to,be disseminatedand.installed, the.
National Center for Communication muSt build a coardinated program
acrosi the U. S. Office of Education. A program .leading to installa'-

tion will have to involve screening, use of many teChniqued-printed
communications, conferences, Models, piloti; inservice education,'
consultative assistanceand wifl require pooling of resourceS.
Efforts must involve state agencies because states are the primary
linking agents; they have a unique.role in dissemination.

Dr. Burchinal went on to describe a three-step model for communication to lead
to some level of installation for every major priority:
1. Identify tested alternatives to current practices
2. Communicate results
3. Facilitate, encourage, partially fund trial installation. Provide

technical assistance, inservice.

The national climate, he said, is conducive to developing such dissemination
efforts. NCEC was established in 1970 as the locus for continuing educational

_information dissemination. The staff was agumented by 2 full-time professionals
who are available to help in strengthening dissemination. The budget for NCEC
was increased. Inter-bureau cooperation has emerged. There is increased use of
management by objective and seeing how resources can be pooled to accomplish aims.
Among specific activities currently underway to strengthen dissemination are efforts
to increase ERIC in practical literature, describing, for example, successful local
practices and to expand targeted communications programs such as PREP. In addition,
he reported that model dissemination projects and projects as the one holding this
conference have been funded and results will be communicated.

7 6
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SUMMARY OF SURVEY1OF DISSEMINATION FUNCTION
IN,STATE IMPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION

e infOrmation gathered from 44 states and territories completing a question-
naire," while highly subjective and not conducive to statistical analysis, does .-

seem to point to some geT,Ieralisstinns. Dissemination in state dePartments of
education,is fragmented; there appears to be a lack of coordination of dissemina-
tion activities. There may be a lack of commitment to dissemination as a major
function of a state department of education.

This first very informal survey of dissemination will be followed in early
spring by 4 more focused questionnaire, one asking for descriptionvof organize-

: tion and aetivities. This questionnaire will be mailed directly to project .

.participants.
r

Of the 44 respondents, 23 reported having,a separate:OrganizationalAinit respon
'aible for dissemination; 19 of, these identified the unit as the publiOnforma-

tion office, or office of information and publications. :Among otheridezignated
**ere Division of:Disiemination (1)-and.Divizion of Diffusion .(1). Tifcnen, _

.-states in which each unit in the-SEA is respOnsible for its Own dissemination
indicated that there was no policy for Central coordinatien of efforts

7'7
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SUMMARY OF SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS

Onference participants also met in small groups to help plan for the second

'survey and to exchange ideas about current best dissemination practices. Among

ideas reported to the full group were the following:

deas for encouraging better use of
"ERIC

.

Send flyers to all schools explaining the what, why, how, and where of

ERIC services
DtmelOp an inservice for potential users beginning with staff in state

department of education
Have consultants who spend time out in schools "selling" ERIC to teachers .

and administrators
Print stories in department periodicals about benefits to be derived from

"ficheing with ERIC"
PREP

Distribute excerpts from packets tailored for specific audiences
Print-'stories about material and its uses in department periodicals
Distribute sets of materials to each school in the State
Send list of all packets available with each PREP kit mailed out

Public Information
For news services: Prepare each Monday a brief newsletter which provides

short excerpts of what's going on.and also list sources for additional

information
For television or radio: Send a flyer weekly directly tO stations telliitg

them they can get newsworthy tapes on specific topics. Develop tapes with

each tape having a number of silence gaps where media people can tape in

questions so it sounds as if they are having an interview .

Produce a 5-minute daily radio man on the street, interview with officials

etc. The superintendent of public instruction is kept out of the picture

unless absolutely necessary. Tapes containing five programs are mailed

once a week. Identify state department of education as providing tape.

Used in public service time.
Send good publications, with broad audience appeal, legislative program,

for example, to news media'with cover letter
For Teachers, Administrators

Develop yellow pages-we- facsimile of the telephone directory yellow pages

with state department personnel listed
Publish guidelines for communications'
Invite lay people, government officials to make tours of selected schools,

Title III projects, for ample
For teachers: Distributv a monthly tabloid right after the State'Board

of Education meeting.
Program Dissemination

Develop a form for identifying innovative programs which should be

widely known. Screen. Select best for use in bulletin.

Sponsor conferences on promising educational practices, creative

education fair.
Internal Dissemination

Have monthly meeting of middlemanagers to share information about 0.1atts

new in each depifitment 78
LI.



PA1l'OutCampaign
Select priority.'Inight be right to read efforts. Use television, radio,
news stories, bulletins. Develop fact sheet stating wheie state is and
where itis Develo0 exhibits. Have all dePartment specialists

- take ill out eifort to emphasize priority in'theit visits.

...... .^

7 9
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THE ELEMENTS OP A GOOD BISSEMINATION PROGRAM*

Paul D. Hood

'Far West Laboratory for Educational Reseirch.and Development

After agreeing to speak to you on this topic,A was comforted by 040.cho1ce
of a working definition of dissemination: "The strengthening of educational
practice through identifying promising new pregrams and sending out information

about them through a variety of media to a variety of audiences."

I am not a scholar or a practitioner, but an educational systems engineer.
My-concerns are with developing workable solutions to the problem of improving
educational practice, primarily through the application of researchind develop.

ment.

1.

.-

The Communication Program,. whiCh I direct, is a forty-man, :three quarters
of a million dollars a year effort aimed at developing systems and products;

it has three'goals:

1. The improvement of programs for training educational developers,
disseminators and evguators. This goal strikes at Lee Burchinal's first

assumption: that there are validated educational practices worth disseminating.'
To be in the educational communications business, one has to believe in this

assmuption; yet, if we are honest, we may admit there aren't as many good
validated practices as we'd like, and those we do.have were produced at a high

price. We need better trained personnel to develop programs and to evaluate
practices and to disseminate information about them.

2. Our second goal is to develop an advanced information processing and' .

dissemination technology. You have just seen our ALERT orientation, which is

one example of this effort.

3. Our third effort is concerned with utilization. The finest kind of

targeted communication is unlikely to have much effect if the target audience

is not motivated, organized, or trained to use information wisely. Our approach

here is leading to the development of a comprehensive.instructional planning

and management system consisting of several alternative organizational arrange-
ments, an array of training packages, and a set of diagnostic and evaluation .

devices and implementation aids.

It may sound like we are working all over the map. I assure,you We are

not: Our choices have been based on a systematic analysis leading tc a
choice of several critical problems which, in our view, must be attacked

simultaneously if we are to improve educational practice.

*Presentation at the Dissemination Conference, Austin, Texas, November 6, 197D,
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In,the fifttti we discovered situationalitteraction analyiis. 'The

behavior,demanded of a leader depended on-the:nature:Of the

character of the leader and hiV follOwers;`,, The-Ohio Stateleidkrthip studiki\;

were at 1 east, concl usive on one 'thihg (Stogdill, 1948,
Hemphill, 1949,,

Halpin, 1966) If the leaden vas perceived te.he,abbve'aVer0Weh'sYggestfhg'

effective solutions foriOetting-thejob done,ind,;Was alseabeVeaverage

in showing censideratien of hislollewers' weqare, he Was beUnd'*sobre ,

high on most judgments' of either Superiors or subordinates. '1?',he'Scored

low on both, he was "dud" in everybedY's book. The Oreblei'fer the

leader was to judge how much tech.-.1cal task,orientation and how much concern

for welfare was-appropriate for a given situation. We thui began to get, a

handle on prediction and explanation, but training leaders was still-a problem. ,

Then, in the 1960's,'we discoverecrfunctional context training.,

(Shoemaker, 1960; Hood, 1967) This kind of training taught leaders how

to analyze the context of a leadership problem and how twselect appropriate,

learned functiai-(e, strategies, heuristtcs, !recesses) for solving the

problem.M7cTiEe was given in a variety of situations that.might be

encountered on the job 50 that the analysis and Oplication-Cbuld be

performed quickly and effectivalY -- that is, the right funalen,in the

diagnosed context, or functional, context training. This'apkOach his

provided us with a useful method for the design of leadership training

systems. Now, what-has all this to do with the elements of a 'good

dissemination program? =

,
I want to suggest to you that the trait approach.-=, careful, analytic

characterization. 9f separate, isolated elements of the disseminatior

problem -- is as.bir-ren -6-11§eful attion-impttcattons-for-educational-

dissemination as it was for leadership. Yes, intelligence, creativity,

courage, empathy, drive, and the like are important, but they aren't much

help in making choices or improving what de've got to work with.

Now, situational interaction analysis comes closer. This analogy

suggests to me that the kind and amount of dissemination activity or

operation required is highly condittoned by the situation.

.. Can we push on to an analogy with functional context prograntAng

and training? I believe we can. Recall ,thAt the key here lieS'in.looking.

for the generalizable functional
requirem&ts that occur in many situations,

and then in developing proven strategies, heuristics, and_processes for

meetihg these functional requirements.
Leadership or, in this context, the

1

,8
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managerrient of dissemination, is enhanced.by developmcot and application
of appropriate situational analysit tend functional problem solving skills.

So much for my leadershiP R & D_ analogy and its possible implications.

0But let's try to translate it into relevance for the 'nitty-gritty." .

Assertion Number 1: The important educational dissemination funciions

are:basically the same everywhere; but because the contexts are different,

from state to state, from target audiehce to target audience, and-from
one type of information source to ariother, we have a situational interaction

problem. This implies that the particular configUration of elements
and activities, constituting an appropriate dissemination operation in

one state for one target audience, with specific-needs,--at a-specifp4,
time, will not necessarily be a good'configuration in a 'different situation.
In other words, there is no such thing as one fixed, good solution: The
solution calls for a dynamic search for a reasonable fit to a complex set

of objectives.

Assertion Number 2: Despite this somewhat discouraging lack of
simple solutions, there is in fact a small number of rather powerful
heuristics for planning, programming and management of disseminatibp

work. In my book, these are the elements of a good disseminttion program.
Please ,note they are heuristic for finding and maintaining a good
dissemination program (or in fact nearly any kind of rational operation).

They don't guarantee you will have a good dissemination program, but
they increase your chances.

First, there must be an adequate and'reasonably current analysis --
of p, oblems, goals, the state and characteristics of the information '

input, the information needs and characteristics of target audiences; the

state of the art in information processing and communicatioff =- and

careful evaluation of resources and constraints. ,(Coney, Plaskett,

Roggenbuck and Hood; 1f460 In other words, there must be some kind of
problem definition and ,a vstems or operations analysist.so that current
or proposed dissemination operations and contexts can be defined and

examined. A major impediment to practice improvementof the dissemination

process itself is the failure to select or the inability to apply the

appropriate functions required in a given context.

Five notable translations of the systems analysis (Tientation into

educational contexts are Bela Banathy's text on Instructional Syt.,tems,

Robert Corrigan's Systems Approach for Education7We grill-R.6o County

Office's Preparing Educational Planners-(WETect PEP) publiCations
(Evans, 1969; Miller, 1969; Rogers and Svenning, 1969) and Ron Havelock's.

A Guide to Innovation in Education. I commend any and all of these to

. you.

Second, the dissemination program must maintain an actionable

colizeption of purpose and an ability to evaluate performance against

standards. This implies the progressive refinement of goals into goal

indicators, and goal indicators into measurable objectives and the
abiliiy to monitor performance. This need is'easily asserted since without

the ar.ility to compare accomplishns with intentions, there is no





effective basis for management, evaluation or sure improvement. But

there is probably no element of a dissemination program Which is as

difficult to achieve as this one. It means we must set priorities

and define success and failure. Measurement of the effect and value of

tnformation is a-conceptual and technical problem which plagues the

information sciences.
However, it is appalling to me that so little

dissemination in education is evaluated.
Recently, in critiquing a

conceptual analysis of the statui and relationships of educational research,

development, evaluation, and diffusion, I challenged the author's treatment

of educational diffusion as being wholly outside the area of "systematic

inquiry." Their only concession was thaf-RaTionally someone did research

on the process of diffusion.

We certainly do need more research on educational diffusion and

dissemination, but even more we need more and better evaluation of what

our dissemination accomplishes. We cannot be content to count requests,

purchases, and the like, or to collect testimonials. We need to state at

least the immediate, if not the delayed,
intended effects of our efforts

and then try to measure them. Fully a third of our Communication Program

dollars is spent on evaluation. It is expensive and difficult, the

results are sometimes
demoralizing, and yet we dare not call ourselves

accountable if we proceed without it.

Third, the good dissemination program -- given an adequate analysis,

a clear conception of goals and priorities, and an ability to evaluate

outcomes -- must have the ability to select and use efficiently appropriate

_mixes_e_strategies.
Dr. Lindsay, in describing the Utah Model yesterday,

referred to their selected-mix of mandate; rational -and-interaction

strategies.

Ron Havelock's analysis of some 4000 pieces of literature dealing'

with research utilization and planned change (Havelock, 1969) leads to

the conclusion that the problem can be viewed from four perspectives.

He terms the rationalistic approach "the research, development and

diffusion perspective." From this perspective, one looks at what roles

in which institutional settings provide the needed functions for a

scientifically based method of practice improvement.

The "soCial-Tritii-attitifirgerspective-takes-a-sociologicalffieW
bY _

.looking at questions of interpersonal influence, communication patterns,

and social norms.

The "problem solver perspective" is social-psychological and clinical

-----iTrtts---ortentat-i-oll.--Itconsiciersjayi

individual needs and motivation

relate to problem solving.

_

Havelock proposes a dynamic synthesis of 'the above, which focuses

on linkage between roles, institutions, and functions. The emphasis is

on whether the linkage agent can diagnose and simulate the understandings

and processes of the user so that the agent may both provtde problem

solving resources and eventually stimulate self-initiated soluttons

within the client system.
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In a given situation one of these perspectives may be more useful
than another, and often two or more of the perspectives may be taken
simultaneously. For instance, it appeared from Dr. Lindsay's brief
description that the Utah Model relies primarily on face to face social-
interaction strategy, with rational use of a knowledge base as the major
secondaof strategy. By contrast, our ALERT System is basically rationalistic,
but carefully designed and rigorously field teited to offset the lack of
face to face linkage. One impediment to educational dissemination is that
we don't have a validated, specific, detailed "strategic doctrine."
The necessary compensation is the ability to monitor and evaluate what
we are doing and if at all possible to deliberately experiment to improve
what we are doing and our understanding of it.

Fourth, given that we have all of the above elements, we are then
ready to approach what some disseminators perceive as their entire job --
the technical ability to select, format, and communicate. But there are
non-trivial problems here, such as what constitutes a validated, promising
educational practice? or how do we find and identify them? or how do we
efficiently obtain, evaluate, transform, format, store, retrieve, organize,
and transmit the needed information? This is an area where we disseminators
need to do some dissemination among ourselves about our own evaluated and
validated practices.

The Communication Program of the Far West_Laboratory is developing a
number of technological products in this-area. They include manuals for
defining and surveying educational developments, criteria to judge the
character of developments, handbooks for outlining and recording information,
procedures for classifying, cataloging, storing, retrieving, and updating
information products, systems for objective curriculum analysis and.
evaluation, sy tems for gathering users evaluations of developments,
procedures for crinsforming all the information into products (including
guides for writing ane coding the ALERT cards, and guides for preparing
audiovisual briefings, written summaries and reports) and finally
procedures for packaging, servicing, testing, training staff, scheduling,
budgeting, and so forth. Development, evaluation and refinement of such
Prgcedures is expensive.and time consuming, but all are necessary in
order to convert "art" into "technology" -- and so that we can share
our validated technical practice with others.

The fifth, and final element of a good dissemination program comes
somewhat naturally from the previous four. It is the ability to manage
and improve-on-the-serytces we-arerproviting. Dissemtnation is a costly,
labor.intensive, primitive art at present. Our knowledge base is poorly
organlzed and of uneven quality. Our audiences are generally diffuse

and poorly differentiated* Our tools and techniques are generally simple
and inefficient. Our resources are usually small in comparison to the task.

Many of our dissemination personnel are intelligent and motivated, but poorly
prepared to deal with such a complex set of functions and an often stagger-
ing workload.

Now to recap. I am asserting that educational dissemination is
presently a poorly understood, creative, interactive problem solving
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process. The elements of a. good dissemination program are thus basically

problem solving functions which are evoked by a specific set of situational

contexts. I have suggested five general heuristics which, taken together,

proVIde a minimal planning, programming, and management strategy. These

are:

1. systems and operations analysis;
2. clarification and prioritization of goals and objectives and

establishment of performance evaluation methods;

3. selection and improvement of appropriate dissemination strategy;

4. selection and refinement of efficient technology for identifying

and communicating validated practices to appropriate audiences

with efficient media and messages; and finally,

5. management by'objectives of the entire process.

40
Our challenge is to provide the relf-renewing linkage between potential

users and potential resources. It is not a passive conveyor role, but

an active, evaluative, problem solvini7Inkage role which calls for a

fine blend of imagination, empathy, drive, and for all those essential

traits to be linked with the most.systematic analytic and synthetic

functions we can master. But above all it calls for a clear sense of

the situation, of the direction to be taken in that situation, a willingness

to experiment, and an ability to evaluate the outcomes as we search for

a better dissemination program.
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SUMMARY OF STEERING COMMITTEE MEETIVc

Austin, March 10-11, 1971

Steering Committee Members

Present: Virginia Cutter, Director of Dissemination, Texas Education
Agency, Project Director

Robert Chesley, Research Associate, U. S. Office of Education,
Project Officer

W. E. Ellis, Director of Research, South Carolina

Kenneth Lindsay, Coordinator, State Board of Education, Utah

Patricia Stevens, Department Librarian, Massachusetts

Mrs. Anne Kohler, Research Utilization Specialist, Texas Rehabilitation
Commission met with the group to assist in planninF the program for the
May 5-6 meeting. At her suggestion, Dr. Paul Leary, West Virginia Rehabil-
itation Research and Training Center, was inv-tted to be the speaker.
The group also refined conference objectives and p:anned the program.
(A copy is attached.)

It-was decided to develop diScussion guides for leaders of all small group

activities. For example, Dr. Chesley suggested that the Wednesday afternoon
small groups might explore such questions as how lurious states use a
services, what service e...sy might like in addition to or in lieu of some
current services, what thly would recommend t, impr ve 0E-state relation-

ships.

Dr. Chesley also suggested that an advance copy nf some vf the major points
to be made by the OE panel be sent ahead of time to participants. This

would allow for careful reading and reaction and cAou1d make for better

small group discussion. We will mail these ouealong with some of the
other materials we will'be sending before the conference.
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May5

9:00-9:30

9:30-10:00

TENTATIVE PROGRAM-DISSEMINATION CONFERENCE

May 5-6, 1971

Welcome
Greeting
Conference Overview

Dr. Paul Leary
Reserach Utilization
Dissemination in State Department

of Fducation

10:00-10:30 Panel - "What this means to me and my job"

Public Information Officer
Reaearcher-Librarian
Disseminator for Federal Programs
Planning Specialist

10:30-10:45 Coffee

10:45-12:00 Small Group Discussions: (Job alikes)

To explore the implications of Dr.

Leary's talk in their particular jobs

ahd to come up with recommendations
for implementing some of the suggestions

12:00-1:45 Lunch

1:45-2:15 National Thrust: To bring participants
up-to-date on activities of NCEC

2:15-2:45
Educational Products Display

2:45-3:00 Coffee

3:00-4:00 Small Groups: (Participants will be assigned

--- to these) Haw_can USOE_help_strengthen

state dissemination staffs and their efforts?

How can states help strengthen USOE efforts?

4:00-4:30 Panel - Report Recommendations of the Small

Groups
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May6,

9:00-10:00

10:00-10:15

10:15-11:30

11:30-12:15

Panel - Report on Promising Practices

Coffee

Small Groups: (Participants may select

one or more to attend) These groups

will feature indepth discussion of
promising practices with emphasis upon
how the program was evaluated.

Summary of the Project: Participant
evaluation of what the project has tried

to do.and suggestions of where we go from

here.
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March 19, 1971

Dr..J. W. Edgar
Commissioner of Education
Texas Education Agency
Austin, Texas 78711

Dear Dr. Edgar:

last fall, chief state school officers were invited to name a
staff member to Partkipate in a national project to strengthen
the dissemination functfon in state departments of education.
The project is supported under a grant by the U.S. Office of .

Education to Texas. The major vehicle chosen by the project to.
work with the states was a series of conferences, one planned
forAiovember, 1970 and one for the spring of 1971. One of the
responsibilities of those selected by the states to participate
wak to attend both conferences.

The Project Steering Committee was delighted with the cooperation
.of the_states. and .9PAPv.eMber 5.-6 over 40 representatives of state
departments of education attended a-dittéblhatidh C6hiret'enceln-

Austin, Texas. A list of those named as official project repre-
sentatives is enclosed.

Plans are currently under way for.the second of this two-confer-
.8.1iCe.series to be held in Columbiar-South Carolina, May 5-6.
Because time is short, we have been in touch by telephohe with
representatives named by the states to alert them to the May 5-6
dates. Additional information about the conference will be sent
to themHwithin the next few days. Again, the project can pay
travel (tourist class) and $25 per diem for the days of the
conference.

We are looking forward to your continued cooperation. Project
activities are designed to improve dissemination across the
Nation, and we hope your participant has found them to. be helpful.

7Sincere1y-yours-,

(Mrs.) Virginia Cutter
Project Chairman

Enclosure

19.
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March 19, 1971

STATE BOARD ,OF EDUCATION

STATE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

TO PARTICIPANTS IN THE NATIONAL DISSEMINATION PROJECT:

78711

Greetings to each of you-,those who were with us in Austin, Texas,
November 5-16, and those-who were not able to make that meeting but
hope to the next! And speaking of the next meeting, plans are well
under way.

The South Carolina Department of Education will be our host for a
May 5-6 meeting in Columbia, South Carolina. The project Steering
Committee (Utah, Massachusetts, South Carolina, Ohio, and Texas) has
planned what should be a really good program--that is, if each of you

-
will do your parts. (A tentative program is attached.)

As you know, one of the goals of the project is to encolfrage the exchange
of information about promising dissemination practices and programs.
You can exchange information at the conference in four ways:

. by telling others about what you are doing through participation on
a panel,

. by discussing your activities in small groups and informal conversation,

. by bringing along printed materials to give to others at the conference,
and

by providing.A.nformation prior to the conference for the project to
print and distribute at the meeting.

We are now in the process of identifying program participants. T'c -ou

are willing to be considered as a panel member or a group leach ;sm.

we do need for You to be), won't you please send me a brief des(Cption
of what you are doing that you can share with others. Just selec an

activity or program you are pleased with, one you know is working. It

may or may not be new. What is old in your state may be new in another!

9 2
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In your description include what you are doing and how. In other words,

tell us something about both the process and the product. We would like,

to print descriptions of promising practices to distribute at the meeting, '-

so won't you let me know today what you would like to share.

'Lou will be gotting more information about conference reservations and the

final program, but mark your calendar now for May 5-6. You will probably

need to fly into Columbia May 4 and you can plan to leave anytime after

noon on May 6. As usual, the project will pay for your flight (tourist

class only) and for $25 per diem for two nights in Columbia for the official

project representative. A registration form is attached.

The Steering Committee joins me in saying we are looking forward to seeing

you in South Carolina. I'm looking forward to seeing the descriptions of

your activities in my mail next week!

Sincerely yours,

,642
(mrs.) Virginia Cutter
Project Director

/je

9 3
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APPENDIX G:
Program for Second Dissemination Conference
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NATIONAL DISSEMINATION CONFERENCE

At The Rutledge Building

A

Opening Session

Ground Floor Conference Room

Pre:fding

tv t'drtor of the ...project to strengthen. the.,

Arden in sue departments of information,

EIcation Agency

vin:s

F5r1 E. Lieutenant Goernor, South Carolina

Welcome '

Jesse A. Coles, deputy superintendent for administration and

pinning, South Carolina Department of Education

Conference Overview

9:30.10:00 "Moing Rey:arch Finding Into Educational Practke"

Speaker

Paul Leary, Rehabilitation Research and Training Center,

Institute, West Virgnia

97
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10:00.10:30 "What This Means To Me And My Job"

Responders

Public Information Officer: Mary Perry, public information

officer,' Vermont State Department of Education

Pf'.4archer.rj.brarian: Patricia Stevens, department librarian, Mas.

r.ehusetts State Department of Education

Leminator for Federal Programs: Robert E. Hutchison, special.

ist, West Virginia kartinent of Education

airriculum 'and Ranning Specialist: Royal R. Henline, chief,

Curriculum, Nebraska State Department of Education

10:30.10:45

10:45.12:00

Coffee

Job.Alike Group Discussions

To explore implications of the keynote address for specific jobs,

and to make recommendations for implementing suggestions

Public Information Officers In Ground Floor Conference Room

Researcher.librarians In Anteroom, Ground Floor

Disseminators for Federal Programs In Ninth floor Conference

Room

Curriculum and Ranning Specialists In Second Floor Conference

Room
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12:001;45 "Top of Carolina" Lunch

1:45.2:15 "National Thnists in Communication"

Ground Floor Conference Room

Presiding

W. E. alis, director, Office of Research, South Carolina

D:partment of Education

Lce Drrchinal, Nationcl Center for Educational Communication,

andate commistioner, U. S. Office of Education

2 13.2:30 Educational Products Display

eaker

A. Oraendorf, research associate, National Center for

1".:.;ional Communication

210.2A5

99

Coffee

1

A

2:45.3:45 Small Group Sessions

To discuss how USOE can help .strengthen state dissemination

staffs and, their efforts, and how states CU help stren3then USOE

efforts

Participants will be assigned to groups

Group 1, Ground Floor Conference Room; leader, Richard Schallert,

chid, Information Services and Publications, Iowa Department

of Public Instruction

Group 2, Ground Floor Conference Room; leader, John Church,

chief, Bureau of Program Planning and Research, California

State Department of Education

Group 3, Nin4 Float Conference Room; leader, Robert A, H.

Fraser, supervisor, of dissemination, Thlaware Department of

Public Instruction

Croup 4, Second Floor Conference Room; leader, Robert E.

Hancock, consultant, Florida State Department of Education

Group 5, Anteroom, Ground Floor; leader, Roger J. Fish, coordina.

tor, District of Columbia Public Schools
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3:454:1S Small Group Recommendations

Ground Floor Conference Room

Recorders

Group 1, Charles A, Brom, consultant, Idaho State Department of

Education

G:oup 2, Malty ilector, Information and Publications,

Kentue4 S;ate Npartment of Public Instruction

Group 3, Dnald Russell, head, Education Information Systems,

Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction

Group 4, Mc!vin coni.ltant in special projects, Maryland State

kara.:r t of Education

Crm? 5, G. 5*. F2use, educational consultant, Alabama State

D.partmcnt of Eduation

Co

4:15. E luitional Products Display

Trarsportation Asia be, provided

MAY 6

9:00.10:00 Reports on Promising Practices

Ground Flr,or Conference Room

Presiding

Dana J. khworth, chief supervisor, Research Information Unit,

South Carolina Department of Education

Reports

Carl K. Godard, consultant in dissemination, Colorado Depart.

ment of Education

101

Vaster Ms Mulholland, special consultant, North Carolinl Depart.

ment of Public Instruction

IV. E, Ellis

Kenneth P, lindsay, coordinator, Utah State Board of Education

Jack Bech, information retdeval specialist, Oregon Board of

Education

Louis A. Cohen, chief, Bureau of Occupational Education

Research, New York State Education Department

Virginia Qdter

10:00.10:15 Coffee

10:15.11:30 Small Groups

Participants select one or more. Rooms to be announced. .

To provide in.depth disci rsion of promising practices, with emphasis

oniow programs were csiiluated

11:304 2:15 Summary of the Project

Ground floor Conference Room

Participant evaluation of what the project has triad to do, with

suvstions of where we go from here

Presiding

Virginia Qitter
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APPENDIX H:

Final Evaluation



FINAL EVALUATION: PROJECT TO STRENGTHEN
, THE DISSEMINATION FUNCTION IN THE

STATE DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION

,

Ali"the Projict to Strengthen .the Dissemination Function comes.to the end
0 its year of'operation under the sponsorship of the Texas-Education Agencyi''
vifk nsed to look at its progress and chart its next,steps...You-cadhelp the
projeit Steering Committee to make informed decisions by taking t few minutes

_to colplete the following evaluation form.. The form is divited into two
-4 sections. The first iSto be-completed Ely by those of you who attended

the'November Conference in Austin. The second is to be filled in by all
of you in attendance today.

I

Please check the appropriate answer.

I. ir Did you attend the Conference in Austin? Yes

2. If yes, please answer the following questions.
. .

.

.a. Did attendance at that conference:provide you With.information
which was helpful to you in your job responsibility?
Yes 15 No Can't Remerber 2

b. Did you try any new dissemination ideas because you attended
that conference? Yes 5 No 4

If yes, please identify briefly what you did.

d. Following the Austin Conference, did you get in touch with
(write or call) any other participant in order to:
(1) share information Yes 8 No 8

(2) secure information Yes 19 No 4
(3) other (please specify)

e. What experience of the project would you-Pate most helpful?
Rank in order of importance with 1 considered.most helpful.
(1) Meeting at conferences': 3

(2) Establishing an.information network of people with
similar responsibilities 1

(3) .Receiving printed Materials 4
(4) Strengthening lines-of communication to and from

USOE 2

f. Looking back over your particlpation in the project since
November, how would you, in general, rate your experience?
Circle the appropriate point on the continuum.

Not
Very helpful Somewhat helpful very helpful

10 7
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Not
helpful at all
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II.. Please-respond to the remainder of this questionnaire in terms of
.'your experience at this conference. Indicate your response by.1

.4...circling the appropriate number.

-

TO A::
Great

None Some NUch Extent

(1) Extent to which the Conference 1 4270 2 (3.DX3
A net your expectations 0 -'7 5 '24 8

.1

(2) Extent tO which the..keynoie ad- 1 2
",

3. 4.

dress Increased your knoWledge of
how research findings can be moved ,13 9,'

Into educational practice OT,) 0(51-71i)

(5) Extent te which the"job. alike" 1

sessions.increased youkknowledg
-of-the-implications-of-the-keynor----
address for your job responsibility

(4) Extent to which the conference pro-1
vided information on the national

.-thrust in educational coMmunication

(5) Extent to which the conference
provided information on.promising

0 11
dissemination _practices

(6) Extent to which the Educational 1 2

Products Display provided informati
useful to you

-(7) Extent to which the small group
sessions provided a forum for the
exchange of ideas

(8) Extent to which theconference. 145w.j . 2

provided you an opportunity to . 644v 10 23
express your ideas about dissemination.

Please make any comments about the Conference, its organization.or its
content,which you think would be helpful to planners'of future meetings.
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.Perhaps each.state might pay for the axperiSes of its awn representative
in future conferences. At any rite, ai least one conference Of this kind
(with modification) should and must be hell if our.objectivea ire to be
met.

2: Establish informal interaction sessions. More time devOied to small
interest groups. Lft3S structure, some day free time built in. More
time for entire conference - four to five days.

3. Should be longer(four or five daftys) forttraining of attending-personnel
in methods and procedures in dissemination. They in turn will train key
people in their states.

4. This was a fine conference room-=that is somewhat important.. Really a
very fine conference. Could mailings during the next-four months' be
made to participants?

5. The conference was very good. Thi.s group should continue to meet.
would be willing to host a meeting in Reno, Nlivada. - Bob Lloyd

for piailem solving coad-be riii6Ffid-by a "needs assessmia1T -----77-
expansion of #7. An exCellent.job of hosting and reaoUrce Use Was done
here!

7. I felt this conference, rather more so than TeXasi itilized-OroduCtively
_

the differences in functions of the:State representatiVesowever, until
and unless nore top manageMent in thowaY of State Coaraisaionera.Oijiiri
sion Directors are actually involved, it may..be 4.1otigpro4eis to get'
the salient idea across.

8. Discuss in depth some of the dissemination and resUltantehangeat local:::
level. . ,

9. There should be more proVisions Made for-public-infOrMationpeopletOget
together and discuss their prevblelacheir Ueeds:arc,diffarent:-than.H....
researchers and are concerned with areas mOre,than:IRWan*ROC.GroiiPs
should be divided more by specialityWith-getteril'seiSIOnt
media type should be on the steering coMmittee.-

10.. Highly organized and very well planned. Too much in too little time.
Need minimum of three to five days.

11. inll two day conference in future,more input from.participsnti.

12. Would help if meetings were held at place where:Confereeavera Staying.
Weli done otherwise. South Carolina st4ff very, very:fine-Southern .

hospitality very evident.

13. If possible, I would like for there to),e two froti:eaCh state, so ,a
public information officer and a program planner w01114..get thesame
message and could go on together. May finances makes this impossible.
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14. We need task forces which will have performance objectives which we
could select to achieve during the conference.

15. Felt job-alike (meeting people with similar positions, purposes, and
problems) were, most valuable. If possible people from federally funded
information dissemination centers as well as state education department
personnel should be official delegates. These people cannot only learn,
but contribute to the conference.

16. More small group sesstons deeded, less jargon, more similarity of job
responsibility in group seissions.

17. Smalliroup work sessions most usefi. Necd more practical application.
Let's practice what we preach!!1!

18. I believe that it might be worthwhile to.include simulation exercises as
part of a 3-4-5 day conference in the future. The product of such an exerciE
might be a model that eacls state could adapt to meet its own uniquenessis,
and the "model" might be useful in "selling" the message of new disseminatior

19. More detailed information, as for in advance as possible, about conference
topics, to be fully prepared. As a representative of a state, one tries to
get as much information to take back as possible.

' 20. /lore informal session opportunities needed. More information on process
by which the "leader" states acquired legitimacy of SEA hierarchy in their
efforts. T/A for those states which dre still lagging in acceptance of
dissemination an on SEA function

21. I think much of.the value comes with continued contacts, irtzeased rapport.
I would appreciate more concrete ideas, more "how-to". lorptr training

sessions would be welcome. Continued in-put from our V' e ?-.1-,ends is

essential -- we need to be kept in touch with latest dewlopments.

22. The time has come for an interaction, roll-up-our-sleeves conference.
Maybe one strong keynote as part of a steering critical summarization
session. Schedule more time in an effort to eliminate people learning
during second morning. I feel we now need to adapt a "common level of
identify" in order -.cs develop stranger objective and responsibility
guidelines for dissemination.

23. Unusually well-planned and executed. Remarks, as often as possible,
mimeographed for later consumption; e.g. each state might put in capsule
form its organization for.dissemination and utilization as well as out-
standing features of dissemination program. This Project might sponsor
one-day regional conferences for chief school officers and top-level
decision-makers. A state-of-the-art paper, prepared by this project,
would be useful to every state. Perhaps this might be done by an ad hoc
committee.

24. It was great. Accommodations fine. Excellent presentations.
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25. The conference should last at least three days to a week to allow
mcoe time for interaction and exchange of ideas between conferees.
.7v1ll groups (changing members each time) is an excellent way of
getting down to the meat of the matter. Also this informal method
speeds information exchange among parti.cipants. I felt this conference
to be extremely valuable and I hope that they will continue on a
regular basis.

26. Should we be looking at an organization of profeseonals. This would
help delineate many problems. Need longer conference, two days in-
adequate. Retreat type or more interpersonal contact should be con-
sidered. (Build agenda first session. Have one good keynote)

27. I feel a scheduled social prior to beginning the next conference would
be helpful in providing the learning atmosphere needed to be succes-
ful.
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APPENDIX I:
Materials sent to Participants in
Second Dissvmination Conference
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NATIONAL DISSEMINATION
CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS

May 5 & 6, 1971,
Columbia, Sbuth Carolina

Alabama . Mr. C. V. Hausa

Arizona Mr. Gerald H. Cline

Arkansas Mr. Victorli. Wohlford

California Dr. John Church: 1.

Colorado Mr.-Carl K. Godard

Delaware Mr. Robert A. H. Fraser

D. C. Mrs. Robyn Baugham

Florida Mr. Robert E. Hancock

Idaho Mr. Charles A. Brown

Illinois Mr. Norman E. Rawson

Indiana Mr. Richard C. Balough

Iowa Mr. Richard E. Schallert

Mt. Arlin R. MorganKansas

Kentucky Mrs. Mary Marshall

Louisiana Mr. Charles S. Smith

Maine Miss Marion Cooier

Maryland Dr. Malvin L. Self

Massachusetts Mrs. Patricia Stevens

Minnesota Mr. Eugens B. Kairies, Jr.

Missouri Mr. llenn White

Montana Mrs. Marilou, Madden
Mrs. Sheryl Hutchinson

Nebraska Mr. Royal Hyaline

Nevada Mr. Robert L. Lloyd

New Hamishira Mr. Robert H. Fay

: New Jersey Dr. John J. Casay



New Mexico Mr. C. M. Hill

New York Mr. Gregory Benson, Jr.

North Caiolina DT. Vester Mulholland
Mrs. Gladys Ingle

Vermont Miss Mary Perry

Virginia Mr. Philip V. Boepple

West Virginia Mr. Robert E. Hutchieson

Wisconsin Mk. Don Russell

%Taming Mt. Paul D. Sandifei

Ohio Mr. Jack D. Gilbert

Oklahoma Peggy Gill

Oregon Dr. Milt Baum
Mr. Jack Bech

Pennsylvania Mr. Richard R. Brickley
Carolym Trohoski

Rhode.Island Mr. Charles Mojkowski

South Carolina Dr. W. E. Ellis

South Dakota Mr. Larry Tennison

Tennessee Mr. Clark Meadows

Texas Mrs. Virginia eater

Utah Dr. Kenneth P. Lindsay
Kathy Wallentine

MOE Dk. Charles Fitzwater

USOE Dr. Lee Burchinal

USOE Dr. Mike Becker

MOE Dr. Tom Clemens'-r

USOE Dr. Richard Elmendorf

UWE Dr. Robert Chesley

USOE Dr. Charles F. Haughey
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OffiCe-of Reaeardh
DiseeminatiOn Conference
COlumbia, SOuth, Carolina
May 54, 1911

The South Carolina Pilot Program for Information Dissemination

began its operation in July of 1970. Inherent in the program is the

concept of providing information relevant to the needs of educational

managers and practitioners to assist them in their decision making. The

desired result of the provision of such information is the improvement of

educational practice including the installation of new programs, and

procedures and the improvement of existing procedures at both state and

local levels. The basic design for accomplishing this task stipulates

that interpersonal communication links are essential.

A retrieval center has been established in the state education agency

to assemble relevant information on requested topl'....s and disseminate this

material. This center helps to provide the interpersonal communication

link between the state and local levels.

A significant experiment is being conducted in two areas of the

state to assist in the utilization of the informationovided by the

retrieval center. The Communication Specialist concept is the focal point

of this experiment. Two Communication Specialists, one in each target

area, devote full time to determining the information needs of the educa-

tional personnel in their district, relaying these needs in the form$

of requests to the SEA retrieval center, and assisting the local educa-

tional personnel in the interpretation and utilization of the information

provided by the retrieval center. The Communication Specialist attempts

to maximize the interpersonal communication linkage at the district level

and between the district and state levels. He makes use of the resources

available within the State Agency. State consultants and technical

assistance teams are working with the Communication Specialist on identified

needs of the district. 112
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The pilot program is also providing a professional service to the

SEA personnel by permitting them to tap the resources available through

the information service to keep informed of the latest developments in

their field.

In addition to serving two target schocl districts and the State

Education Agency the Pilot Program has been expanded to extend the infor-

mation retrieval service to include the other ninety-one school districts.

Fifty-seven of these ninety-one school districts have named information

dissemination representatives to facilitate the communication'between

the local school districts and the Research Information Unit.

The Pilot Program is designed to coordinate, stren§then, and supple-

ment the on-going activities of the state education agency. All South

Carolina school districts as well as the State Education Agency are pre-

sently being encouraged to utilize the product of the Research Information

Unit to assist in their educational planning and decision making activities.
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ERIC .. and the New-York RCU

GregleniOn-
Research:AssiOtant
DiesiminaiOn-Conference
Columbia, South Carolina
May 5.-6, 1971 .;

In recent years, much emphasis has been placed on the rapidly

changing and greatly eXpanding activities now inherent in thefield

of education. To fulfill the need for new curricula, programs, methods,

and organization, a greatdeal of fesearch-add frroject--genetated"

mation has been developed.

This ever-increasing volume of educational information -- in the

fotM of developmental, pilot, and demonstration projects as well as

fundamental research -- quickly made apparent the need for a system of

information storage and retrieval readily available to local educators.

National ERIC ...

In response to these needs, the Educational Resources Information

Center - ERIC - was established in 1966 by the U.S. Office of Education.

ERIC is a nationwide system which acquires and stores educational inior-

mation and then makes this information readily available to all educators.

Although in existence for only 4 years, ERIC already contains.over

40,000 education documents.

The central coordinating unit of ERIC is located in Washington and

is affiliated with 19 information clearinghouses, each devoted to a

specific subject area of educational concern.
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These clearinghouses, located at universities and educational organizations

throughout the country, evaluate completed research documents. Some of the,

major areas covered by the ERIC Clearinghouses are: ,

Adult Education Library and Information Sciences

Counseling and Personnel Services Linguistics

Disadvantaged Reading

Early Childhood Education Rural Education & Small Schools'

Educational Administration Science & Mathematics Education

Educational Facilities Teacher Education

Educational Media & Technology Teaching of English

Exceptional Children Teaching of Foreign Languages

Higher,Education Vocational & Technical Education-

Junior Colleges

I: the clearinghouse judges a document to be of national significance,
. _

an abstract is written, an ED (education document) identification number

is assigned, and the document is then indeked in the monthly journal,

Research in Education (RIE). Each edition of RIE contains the abstracts

of all documents selected that month for the ERIC collection; the selected

documents are then0,ndexed by subject, author,and institution. A one year

(12 issue) subscription to RIE'can be ordered for $21 from:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402

RIE annual indexes are also available from the above location.

Documents, once they become part of the ERIC collection, are available

in two forms - microfiche and hardcopy. Microfiche is a 4..by 6-inch

transparency which can contain up to 70 standard pages printed in

photographically reduced size; documents on microfiche are read with the

aid of a microfiche. reader. Hardcopy is the reproduction of a document on

standard size paper. Both microfiche and hardcopy reproductions of ERIC

documents can be ordered from:

ERIC Document Reproduction Service (MRS)

'National Cash Register Company

4936 Fairmont Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20014
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The cost of documents varies with their length. In general hirdOePy is

5 .cents per page and microfiche is 25 cents each.

A new monthly indexing journal, related to the ERIC coliection and

RIE, is Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE). This journal

consists of detailed indexing of the articles found in.530 educational and

education-related periodicals. A one year (12 issue) subscription to CIJE

can be ordered for $34 from:
CCM Information Corporatien
909 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022

Semi-annual and annual indexes of CIJE are also available.

and the New York RCU.. .

The New York State Research Coordinating Unit (RCU), as the New York

ERIC liaison, has actively incorporated the ERIC system into its service-

oriented functions. In order to establish a network for the effective

i

dissemination of ERIC rese6rce materials the RCU enlisted the cooperation

of 32 institutions within the State, each having an ERIC microfiche collection,

microfiche readers, and a subscription to RIE. These cooperating insti-

tutions agreed to-make their ERIC collection available to local-educators

and other interested persons within their region. (A list of the 32

facilities can be found on page S.) The RCU, located in the Bureau of Occupa-

tional Education Research of the. New York State Education Department, has

4

a complete ERIC collection and.the equipment to reproduce ERIC microfiche

as well as New York State curriculum materials now available on:microfiche.

The establishment of this diffusion network -- involving ERIC, the

RCU, and the 32 cooperating institutions -- has led to three distinct

phases of operation.
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e 7A0Ut Phate

-RCUreceiveS,Ifor possible nclusion into mac, educational'
. .

.

....-reSearChinddevelopMent documents - including innovative*OgraMOyand'
.

- - H

prclect0J, TheSe:are, submitted from local pubIlc.'411.4 private:education

agencies and Irom-the Stite Education Deptirtment. A local district,

sChOO1 or individUal educator in.New,yOrkltete ten*illerefOre'centribute

any dOciiment whiCh'his been.produced find: Wkd

.
After a doCument is receiVed by the RCU.,:Wieevaluatedand theirsent,,

tO Centraf ERIC for:further wrilnetion-and*Oible.Synthests-Intothe'

ERIC system.

The Output Phase,

A number of possibilities are open 0 thejoCal,,educetOr:in.NeW:Nork
_ .'

State who desires educetional research. informatiOn.
. ,

I. The 32 ERIC cooperating institutione Make,theirColleCtion .
and related serVices available to loCal .010CatOrt4

2. If none of the '32 locations_ieedgilya0Ceseibtei*reqUest:mey
be made to the RCU for free miCrofichereProdUttlen**ER/0
documents. In order to makeeffiOientuseotthWfree'SerVice,
one Must heve access to a micr0141*.rOaderort04(reeders
are available at 0040 each) and:a subiOriptiOnt011
Requests for microfiche reproductions shoUl&be fOrwardeo the
RCU through the local or School libr4ry. WheSerderinOlcrofiche,
one should list the ED numbers in ntiMeriCal orderiendistatie
whether a printed abstract is desiredfor.eich reqUeste0document.
Also, this reproduction service is limited to 20'doCUMents4er

request.

3. If access to, or Purchase of, a microfiche reader is not
possible, the hardcopy reproduction of ERICAlocumentsmay be
ordered from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service. (See above.

address).

4. The RCU will conduct limited literature searches of RUC materials

upon request4 By checking the Thesau'rus of ERIC,Descriptors,
descriptors-which' apply directly to the topic canimi identified.
If the request is.precise, then the inforMation retrieved,will be

more closely related to the topic being seirched.
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The Utilization Phase

It is hoped that ultimately a two-way(40king functien will be

createdthrough the-use of both the input-and odtput phases-of RCU

operations. This would work as follows:

An educator dedires,educational research and resource materials

pertaining to a particular problemLerea. UPon searching the nearest

ERIC collection he discovers that his problem is-unanswerable through

available ERIC documentS. The problem!is_thcp:.fOrwarded to the RCU,_where.

a more comprehensive literature search can be Made utilizing the resources

of the_State Eduqation_Library.If:the pritobl.gmA-4 SttAl_unanavarable:._
,

through these resources, the possibility Of-conducting a prOject to research

the area is discussed by the staff of the New York State Education Depart-

ment,'Division of Research. If it is deCided that a significant research

project is feasible, the project will be couducted with the aid and inyolvemen

of the educator orginially requesting the_information.

and now PREP:. ..

PREP - Putting Research. into Educational' Practice - is a new and

unique research and report service inaugurated by the U.S. Office of

Education. The PREP program focuses on current educational-problems and .

areas of concern which are studied in depth by qualified researchers

recruited from throughout the nation. The resulting research findingsAre

synthesized and prepared as a PREP document..

Each PREP document concerns a single topic,,and consists.of several

parts - often including detailed background material, a survey of

educators' attitudes, current practices and policies, and recommendations

for the establishment of dnvelopmental programs. The final section of a

PREP document lists sources of additional research and research - related

'intorpation in the subject area, including pertinent information available
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in ERIC. Perhaps the unique aspect of the PREP program is that the

research findings in each PREP document are writtelkin nontechnical language

and can be easily understood and readily used by educators.

,

(
I -eiler to make this iesearch information more easily available,

P
RE

documents arje entered into the ERIC collection. As with all ERIC

documents, PPnP reports are indexed in RiE (beginning with the April 1970

issue) and . available in both microfiche and hardeopy.

The PREPAocuments presently availabIe-through ERIC are as f011OWs:

PREP #1 - Instructional Television Facilities: A Guide forSchool
Administrators and Board Members ED:O34 077

PREP #2 - Reading Difficulties ED 034 678

.PREP #3 - Establishing Central Reading Clinics Et 034 079.

PREP #4 - Correcting Reading Problems in the Classroom ED 034 080

PREP #5 - Treating Reading Disabilities--The Specialist's Role ED 034 081

PREP #6 - Bilingual Education ED 034 082

PREP #7 - School-Community Relations (Research for School
Board Members) ED 034 083

PREP #8 - Teacher Militancy, Negotiations, and Strikes
(Research for School Board Members) ED 034 084

PREP #5 - Job-Oriented Education Programs for the Disadvantaged ED 034 085

PREP #10- Seminar on Preparing the Disadvantaged for Jobs:
A Planning Handbook ED 034 086

PREP #11- Research on Elementary Mathematics ED 034 087

PREP #12- Paraprofessional Aides in Education ED 034 906

PREP #13- Improving Schools by Sharing ED 035 666

PREP #14- Social Studies and The Disadvantaged ED:037 588

PREP #15- Student Participation in Academic Covernance ED 038 555

Subsequent PREP studies will be available monthly.

In order to effectively disseminate PREP materials, a "PREP Brief"

- was introduced with more recent PREP documents. The Brief is a one



page, easily-reproduced condensation of the research findings reported in

a PREP study. It is intended that the Brief will be of value in creating

an awareness of PREP and in helping educators determine whether or not a

particular document is appropriate to their needs. Anyone wishing to be

4

placed on the mailing list for PREF Briefs, or desiring further infor-
t:

mation about E..IC and thej4ew York State 'Research Coordinating Unit, can

Write to:

New York State ERIC Service
Room 468
State Education Department
Albapy, New York 12224
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INTRODUCTION

Jack:Beec

CregtinDelit4TOf Education
Dissemination Conference
Columbia;'Snuth Carolina

1971

In recent years, educators have been under increasing pressures to change
and impiove the public schools--to keep abreast of new developments in all
educational fields, to make coMplex choices relating to curriculum and . .

.instruction, and to improve their financialand-educational accountability...
In order to meet these and other responsibilities, it
school people to be among out best-informed professionals, and it certainly
is true,that state, regional, and-lotaL:eduzaZIPMAgencies:have been7-
literally- inundated with educational information:and materials-IsAecattered
in many directions and through, many channels without order or plan, much of
it is wasted. Therefore:

There Is-A critical need for regional or statewide ciordination of
disseertnation t" vv.:re that all teachers and administrators have
access to informtion eJout all new research and devel%iment activities
of eoneern to them.

b. There is an equally critical ne w! co assure that such information
reaches teschors and administrators in usable form. An identified good
practice h,:s to be described so that it can be replicated by Others
before it will be adopted.

c. Because the most effective communication takes place on a person-to-
person basis, a trained cadre Of dissemination agents is needed to
provide interpersonal communication links in the dissemination network.

One of the reasons new research findings and new ideas take so long to be
put to use in the school program is the cycle through which a good practice
must go to become a standard practice. The decision to adopt a new practice
is not enough. It must be adapted to local needs before it can be installed,
and after installation it should be monitored and modified. Even when it
becomes standard practice, it should be reviewed and evaluated and information
about it should be fed back into the system.

The project is an essential step toward achieving a priority objective of the
Oregon Board of Education--" closing the communication gap." This objective
includes the establishment of an effective system for disseminating usable
information about research, development, and demonstration activities to
Oregon schools and community colleges.

The primary objective of the proposed project is to develop and test the
effectiveness of a dissemintion system based upon computerized storage and
retrieval of selected information and a network or chaxn of interpersonal
communication links.

In an effort to study sone dissemination models in depth, the pilot program'
is limiting its operations in two counties, which were selected on the basis
of their potential to contribute to the program.
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.
Lane Cdunty, wis selected as one of the geographic target areas for;the
ITiject because it has a population of.200,000 in a central aren,of. the'
static:: All.of the school districts In Lane County are cOnneCied-En-the-:
Oregon Total Information Service (OTIS) by on-line tereinals.'_The ccunty.
bas.16 school.districts, one community-college, and approximately 64,000
pupils!, The school districts are close to tbe University of Oregon at'
Eugene where the Educational Administration,ERIC and the Center for the' r

-4dvinced-Study of-Educational:Administration-are-housed. --

Umatilla County was selected as the other geographic taiget area'beCause
-of its size--3,241 square miles--and its small population-43,000. :The,

fifteen school districts in Umatilla County are connected to OTIS and have

been developing a television connection'to every school building in the'

.coUnty.

TITLE

OREGON't0ARD OF EDUCATION RETRIEVAL-

DISSEMINATION CENTER

PERSONNEL

Director

Retrieval Specialists (2)

Area Resource Specialists (2)

Center Secretary
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PURPOSE

maintain a chain of interpersonal communication links

mon Board of Education and the local school districts that will

led and through Which a two-way flay of validated educational

m pass effectively.

OBJECTIVES

ce -to -face linkage through people-to-people services (area

pecialist).

metwOrk of two-4ay dissemination among all educational agencies

tee

t of a computer-based one-stop center for exemplary information

(retrieval staff)

effective system for collection hnd evaluation of instruttional

, indexes, catalogs, refetral.lists, ERIC, PREP, etc.

FLOW OF ACTIVITIES

trict contacts area resource specialist or specialist contacts

Intified by district person and resource specialist.

Necialist writes problem in question form sad in identifiable

CDC desriptors)

)ecialist records problem on specified referral form.

;Off doe; search through OTIS-ERIC, State Library, O.B.E.

Ind Boulder center.
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Page 5

6. All search information (abstracts, microfiche, etc.) returned to the .

area resource specialist for his evaluation and interpretation. Copy

to appropriate O.B.E. specialist.

7. Resource specialist helps school district interpret applicable search

information.

8.. Resource specialist and district personnel determine further involvement.

9. If necessary, resource specialist asks retrieval staff for further help

1(search, consultant services, microfiChe, hard copy etc.)

10. Evaluation and feedback by all concerned parties will follow.

FLOW CHART

INFORMATION BANKS

ERIC TEACHING RESEARCH

OTIS STATE LIBRARY SYSTEM
_

PREP OREGON BOARD OF EDUCATION

NREL SPECIALISTS

CASEA TITLE III

BOCS TITLE II

USOE

O.B.E. RETRIEVALDISSEMINATION CENTER
Director

Retrieval Specialtpts
Secretary

AREA RESOURCE
Specialists

ITeachers

SCHOOL CLIENTS
Administrators IED's
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OPERATING PROCEDURES

.

The O.B.E. Retrieval-Dissemination.Centerperformaseveral basic functions

for the entire project:

A. Record all contacts fron(Oregon.a4hools.

B. Keep filed on. educationaprobieMs.

C. Match reioUrcesWith.:problems...

D. Develop,..reiource files:

E. Make statiatical arid evaluation reports.

,

.P. "PrOvide a communiestibri4inklietWeeii'Area,ROSOurce

Specialists and:sourcei,:ofjrifOrtation:and's*.per.tiSe,

- .

Provide follow-Up on all inquiriet

complete..

'7-'7t7The Area Resource Specialists serve as the point of .Contact.withichOols.

A. Determine the educational problems and provida-ietrieval

personnel with information for the solution of those

problems.

B. Identify potential needs of schools and assist in developing

programs to Satisfy those needs.

Make a call.or'progress report on every school-visit or in401I

D. Provide schools with information on new technology, consul-..

tants and on the availability of new educational programs.

E. Act as a.point of contact between Consultants and schools

F. Establish initial relationshiP throUgh central administritiOn

office of'the school diSttice.
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THE OPERATION

LOOKS LIKE THIS

6. Evaluation and Follow-up

5. Implementation of
Strategy

4. Selection of
'Alternative and Plan Strate

1. Need Identified

Agents with Primary Responsibility at eadh level.

,
2. Identification ánd

Statement of Problem

3. InfOrmatiOn Search,
Bata Gathering and Identifyingt
Alternatives-

112

1. Teacher, Administrator, School Board Community.
,

2. Area Resource Specialist and Client.

3. Oregon Board of Education Retrieval Staff.

4. Area Resource Specialist and Client.

5. Area Resource Specialist, Client and Consultants.

6. School Personnel and Project Specialist.
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. Motivate People ,

WE Ant TO:

ASsist in the identification of Local-School needs

3. Retrieve Educational InformatiOn,

4. Make'ldiiCatiOnal Information::Useable

ConneCt Printed ResearchWith Human ResourCest, (OBE,Specialiste,:UniVersitit

COnsu tants etc)

Create Self-Confidence

Create a'Froblem-Solving Attitude

8. Have Fun

9. Find Short-Cas For Retrieving InforMation

- Create a Higher Level Of Teamwork Between. Schools .The Oregon Board of

Education-, inforination Banks, and ReiourCe Aliena*:

WE HOPE OUR AIM IS STRAIGHT



Vester Nulh011and
Special Consultant'

Dissemination dOfiference
May'5-6, 1971

Promising Practices in Dissemdnation

in North Carolina

Several practices will be mentioned briefly, but only.one will be analyzed,

the State Department's "Researchand information Center," which has achieved certain

'regional and national recognition,

Ttem 1: A carefully prepared position paper on dissemination

corAinues to be studied and utilized by' staff members and bra. number

of individuals throughout the State. USOE has duplicated and 'used

thii paper in a limited fashion.

eonet Sift&

Item 2: With Federaldsfunds an "information retrieval and

dissemination project," utilizing four local.administrative units

as pilot centers, was carried on for one year. Considerable awareness

was. created in these pilot centers relative to theexistence.and

availabilty of complete and authentic educational information fot

local use in efforts to improve various aspects of tho.tetal educational

program.- The State DepartmeiTt of Public Instructioti worked.elosely

with-North Carolina State University and the Research Trianglejnstitute

in'terns of retrieval and equally cloSely with ,theTtpartmefit's "Research

and Information Center" in term& ofdissemination.

,
Item 3: .The Division of Research sponsored.a one-day regional

conference on information-retrieval and dissemination. September 15, 1970.

Item 4: Through a regular publication. Title III Talk, which has

won a national award; through a conference sponsored for college,and

university personnel; and through a colored film depicting outstanding

Title III projects, the Title III staff has aAieved definite success

in its efforts to make dissemination effective.

Item 5: An experimental packet has been prepared by the Division

of Research, Planning, and Development on "Individualized Instruction."

This packet contains the following nine itenm and is being widely

circulated throughout the State:

"For the Love of LearningStrategies for Tmplementing
Individualized instruction," a 30-minute color

film with sound

The film script

Study guide for the film

Position paper--conviLtion and commitment of SDPI

Slide tape emphasizing the concept of individualized

instruction
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Slide tape emphasizing methods for implementation

. Listing of_resources:- boas, pamphlets, films,

slide tapes, resource personnel, places to visit

Public information brochure with questiensand short

answers
Suggested radio spots for local use

If evaluations of this packet suggest the feasibility of doing sdr;-"'

the State Department is prepared-to prepare other packets; for example

packets on "differentiated staffing," "occupational education in the

niddle grades," and the like.

Rea 6: The Research Information Center (RIC) houses the largest

and most comprehensive store of educational information inNorth
Carolina. Its purpose is twofold: First,,to makethe total edUcation

-cOmmunity aware of what is taking plaCe-in education nationwide. Second,

to simplify retrieval techniques-renal:ging educators and otherra'to oftain

a report, curriculum information, or other research in mininuM time

highly specialized information base is maintained; which inaludet the

entire ERIC system, EMIC Clearinghouii, products, computer generated

bibliographies, an extensive collection of abstracts, indeiing'Services,

professional books and jouinals, news and research.Services, annOtated

bibliographies, extensive holdings of,pamphlets and governmeWdecuments,

and the North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction histOrical

collection. The Reading Resources Network Center, a reading information

center, is an adjunct of RIC.
The Research and Information Center offers three unique 'services-

related to the ERIC system:

Computer retrieval of all titles and ERIC documents

numbers on:specific subjects with or without

abstracts
Reproduction of the microfiche cards containing

the full text of the document

. Computer retrieval of all CIJE titles and accession

numbers on a specific subject with or without

abstracts. CIJE is the Current Index to Journals

in Education, a computerized index to over 500

journals
The Research and Information Center also has the capability of reproducing

or copying many other resources for dissemination to the user without a

request for return of the materials. For a nominal fee, information needs

can be quickly and effectively met. Single copies of numerous, "searches"

are available upon request without charge.
Monthly statistical reports indicate, that the RIC is beingyidely

used by-State Department staff, members and by otiler educators throughout

the State. Approximately 600 individuals use the services of the RIC each

month in scem fashion.

.::j

se Cf. Nfrevn tkilirif CLYs.6 "n

Recently, a slide tape presentation oni,ERIC has been completed to

accompany a printed fold -over,brochure. This effort has received

commendation from the USOE. 129
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The Texas,EducatiOn Agevl'y
Dissemination Fregram

.,Virginie,CUtter: H

DOSeMination7COnfeience
Columbia, SoUth-Cirolina
May 6, 1971 '

n 1968 to strengthen. the Texas Education Agency's capability for leadership

in developing high quality educational programs thvoughout the:state We moved

toward a fUnctional organization. A separate Vivision of Dissemination was

established within the Office of ylanning with five professional and two and-

one-half supportive staff members. The Division was charged with coordination

of Agency efforts to identify and disseminate innovative and exemplary prac-

tices, with responsibility for public information, and with direction and

refinement of Agency internal communications activities.

We believe we get much more effective dissemination in this cpordinated pro-
.

gram than we could pogsihly get if each funding source; Title III, e.g-;,"were

responSible for its oun dissemination-. A.pieceMeal.disteMination progrema
"

bit here, a bit there--seems to fr74;ment t+e information which school planners

need.

Although our program must be coordinated, the Audiencz to whoM, ,*transmit

infOrmation is fragmentedis made up of,many different...groups withdifferent

information needs. We think it's Important to keep in mind that our audience

for dissemination includes a varitty of people--teachers, administrators, and

other school people, o. onparos,Its, citizens in local communities--

the tax payers who the cost of programslegislative groUps and

others. A variety of peoplea variety. Of needs.

That's why our didsemination program encompa both

. program dissemination,

public'information.

including ERIC and PREP, and



With this background about organization I'd like to share with you a

dissemination system which we're developing in Texas.

It provides for

. locating or identifying innovaLive ard exemplary.programs

and practices

. screening these programs

disseminating information.

-The ultimate output; or goal, of the system is that local.school d stricts

further develop, adap,t, and Implement the program in their.edUca6,onal se iing

welve identifiedaome 40_

some funded. under:FederaprogramS,

the three years that the-system ha's operated

programs for statewide.disteminatien:

.some:nnder State 4nd local funds.

These programs have been disseminated through a variety of media and to a

.

.variety of people. We have sponsored three major statewide conferences in

which the.programs were featured in demonstrations and exhibits. Some

also open to conference participants for on-site visits.

were

We have filmed some programs for one-minute color films used on 50 TV stations.

And we're making 10-15 minute documentaries of others. We've printed informa-

tion about the programs in major bulletins, brez%ures,and news'releases.

mation about them has also.been spread through word-of-mouth by Agency

conaultants.

Follow-up evaluation shows that some schools have.indeed tried seme of.the

ideas identified and disseminated through this sySteni. 'Now We're eXpanding

the system to inclUdie'netwcrleof demOnstraticin sehOols. During the 1971-72

school well.LhaVe.In place .asmall cadre of stheala,-each)iemonstrating

indivi dual i zed; irkatruot ion.; , The; Agertcy P.- 20



education service centers$ the regional laboratery. teacher education
*

institutions, local schools, each will play a ke role in establishing

and maintaining-the network. At with all our disseminution efforts, We'll

eValuatt the network carefUlly. Does it serve its purpose? DoeS anything

happen in Texas classrooms because we have such:a network?

-Finally, our disseminatiOn efforts include ERIC and-PREP. Our job is not

only to make information from these excellent resources available but to

encourageits use. Among things we've done is to hold.a series of.ERIC

training sessions for our staff and to encourage service centers 'to train

local school people. We've developed a statewide publicity campaign for

ERIC, a continuing campaign, not a one-shot:deal. Welve'done the same for

PREP, and in addition we've developed and-printed thousands of exc'erpts

from PREP. The full packets are available only:through the,service centers.

Our state dissemination program in a capsule: We disseminate different

kinds of information to different kinds of people for different kinds of

purposes through different med 7:r. affd technique's, but we.coordinate the total

program. Printed materials r,uppert audio-visual. Conferences coMplement

on-site visits. Each part contrilmtec to the whole. And the aim of it all?--

to encourage desirable educational throchout ou:: State.
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D/SCUSSION OF CROUP. REACTIONS TO 'THE
NATIONAL DISSEMINATION CONFERE*E

At the National DiSseminatian.Cunfereneeiheld in May, 1971:

discUision groups analyzed twa major questioni(1) Ppte':can

USOE help strengthen state dissemination staffs and their efforts?

(1) How can states help strengthen USOE.efforts? The several re-

curring key issues expressed in all discussioiV,groups appear at

/ the beginning-of the fellowing SummarY.
.

Concerning help USOE can give to strengtllenkstate dissemina.

tion staffs and their efforts, the majority o ti'l&discuasidn,groups

suggested that USCC provide training sessionsi in disiemination

practices for SEA personnel in addition to continuing...the annual

dissemination conferences. One of tho suggestions for training

sessions emphasized training specifically directed toward the change

agents.

Another suggestion brought out in two discussion groups was

that the Council of Chief State School Officers be asked to make

a definite commitment to state level information disseminati- in

all forms.

The need was also expressed foz identifying one person or office

at the SEA as a dissemination representative through whom all mail

from USOE could be channeled. Several times during the conference

delegates suggested that this SEA person or office be actively

involved in state dissemtaation efforts and not just be a representative
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named to receive USOi dissemination mail. Suggested mailings

from USOE to the diOemination liataon at the SEA included:

a monthly or weekly:newsletter, e.g., "Dissemination Dope";

USOE and NEW news ieleases before these are mailed to assorted

mass media; disse0ination type documents from NCEC at no charge;

Title III publications; continued mailing of one or more:cost-

free copies of each PREP kit; all clearinghouse mailings; peri-
,

odic reports concerning the.progress of the three pilot projects;

products of the regional laboratories and clearinghouses cost-free;

and a listing Of available USOE materials with an accompanying survey

to determine what SEA's need and want-from them.

In addition to thg suggested mailings to SEA dissemination

representatives, another helpful service from USOE might be occa-

sional or regular conference calls by WATS regarding special an-

,

nouncements, problems and situations.

To supply.the SEA's with the names of specialists in the prac-

tice of dissemination, it was further recommended that USOE provide

the SEA dissemination representatives with a brief listing of key

USOE dissemination. personnel as well as trained personnel or short

term contractors available upon request.

Several discussion groups ideas led to the view of NCEC as the

focal point for bringing together dissemination practices from USOE,

the SEA's and the LEA s. This role of NCED as the converging agent

would include compiling a short booklet (16-20 pages) of exemplary

SEA dissemination operations including documentation from the states

concerning how they have helped in phasing innovative projects into

local districts--"educational engineering," so to speak.
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Additional suggestions mentioned by discussion groups included

USOE funding for dissemination specialists through Title III, Title V
- -

and Title X; model legislation for establishing dissemination units

in SEAls; additional emphasis by NCEC on re-packaging research and

related materials; funding by NCEC for a pilot project to a regional

information systemtnetwork which would serve respective states in an

established geographic area; and development of a reading package

containing less individual parts than the Early Childhood Package.

Concerning the second major questioa analyzed by the discussion

groups, "How can states help strengthen USOE efforts?", s-veral

specific suggestions were rpressed.

A few of the ideas focused around one central point: the

designation "of a specific individual and/or unit as Information

Dissemination Specialist or Coordinator for the SEA. It was recom-

mended that the designated dissemination represe 'ye constitute an

entire unit since more than one person is neede%:, for the multitude of

tasks involved in dissemivating information from the SEA. To facilitate

inter-agency communications and operations, it was also suggested that

an attempt be made-to develop some method of standardization of such

coordinating individuals or units.

Discussion groups recommendol that communications fram the SEA be

expanded in many directiots: to the diverse publics--both lay and

professional--as well as to usnE. A broader 07,:tnel of communication

than the local superintendents was recommended to improve the dissemination

system between SEA ard LEA. 'I\o strengthen communication between SEA

and USOE, it was suogested that state periodicals, publications and
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other noteworthy' materials be sent to specific NCEC personnel to

aseure delivery-and possibly evoke same response. To further

improve communications to USOE, it was also recommended that states

provide infOrmatiOn on the evaluation of Title III programs and

otheryrOjects.

The idea brought forth in One discuSsion group of organizing,

state or multi-state input into ERIC was expanded( into the broader

idea of developing regional dissemination capabilities in each state.

A final suggestion concerning ways that states can strengthen

USOE efforts dealt with the possible 000rdination by the SEA of all'

local, state and federal roles in various dissemination programs.

During most discussions, groups indicated favorablexeactions

to present support from NCEC such as on-sita'visits fram USOE

personnel... They also exprensed appreciation fur the request by

NCEC for input from the states to impiove all facets' Of that'Support.

June 21, 1971

Prepared by the Research Information Unit, Office of Research,
State Department of Education.
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RESEARCH UTILIZATION: An ActiOn Guide for -the'
Chante 'Agent

Introduction

We live in a time Oen the schcols are plagued by, troubles.

ey are faced with problems such..as: .Delinquinvy, functional

dropouts an u s. it is to the
.44

1iteracyi unSafe

,tovint Where soCial. Critice are

Oatipedagogically the-schools

A11 of these .problems. ate very ee riot*

saying, and- not24..,unjustifiablY,

are ttie same now as 'in the: time o

I am of the opinion, however, that the biggest problem facing

the schools today is their_lack of ability ,to take on ne0 4ideas4

and to effect viable, productive change within their ongoing

operations.

.r=^

We're all familiar, I am sure, with_the ilort thesis, that

states that the lag between production of knowledge and its

utilization in the schools ranges anywhere from 25 to 75 years. (10)

We're also aware, I'm sure, that some innovations and new ideas

have spread faster than this hypothesized gap, but that these

ideas have not been adopted uystematically. They ve very rarely,

if ever, evaluated and usually never fully implementir.

We're still at that!primitive stage where we don't know much

about where teachers get their ideas or how to effect change in

hierarchical organizations. I submit that if you find someone

who claims to know the answers to these problems, you are being

seriously misled. Ue are at the point, I think, where we are
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pAwray in a position to ask intelligent questions about the prob-
s,

lems of dissemination, diffusion, and utilization of new ideas.

Solutions will come in the futute.

Many different names have been given to people who work within

.the role framework of research, diffusion, dissemination, and

utilization. The South Carolina project calls their change agent

Dissemination Specialist. The Utah project calls the person a

AIMSOurce Agent. The Oregon program calls their person a Field

Agefit. Vocational Rehabilitation has in the recent past dded a

role called Resderch Utilization Specialist. _All these ro

assume that the people filling them will improve practice in the

schools or in social welfare agencies. When boiled down to N

basics, the stress ultimately rests on diffusion, dissemination,

and utilization, or use of ideas.

Paul Hood, of the Far West Regional Laboratory, spoke'to you

last fall and seid that important dissemination functions are the

same everywhere, but because the change contexts are different

we are presented wish a situational interaction problem.

Dr. Hood's point is true. But what are these important func-

tions and generalizations that can be of use to the change agent

and that are the "same everywhere"? I think the rational change

agent or disseminator needs this knowledge in order to function,

no matter what context he is working in. There are some research

findings that cen be of use to the disseminator and they are

reviewed in the following qs.-44nn.
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Findin i Pertinent to Dissemination

Reiearch has 'been done-in diverse fields-regarding the dif-
,

A
&Us &QM dissemination, and adoption of innovations. The most

,productive'lield regarding this area of AtusIty is that of Rural
,

Sociology. Rural Sociologists have been systematically studying

how people adopt new ideas since the early 1940's. Other viable

research has been done in the fields of mass communi-ation, medi-

cine, industry, voter opinal, and education.

This research has yielded some viable generalizations that

one should be aware of when attempting to effect change in the

,sdhOols.

The first generalization of importance is,a findingsfrom the

e :1ield of rural sociology'that states that people do not adopt new

ideas, practices, and products upon first hearing about them.

,Inetead, people proceed throUgh a series of discrete, identifi-

able stages in adopting new ideas. (7, 8, 14, 15) These stages

ares

. Awareness - The first knowledge about a new idea,

P
product, or practice.

2. Interest - The act of seeking of more extensive and

detailed information About the idea to determine

its possible usefulness and, applicability.,

3. Evaluation - The weighing and sifting of the acquired

information and evidence in the light of the existing

conditions into which the practice would have to fit.

This stage is sometimes called "mental trial."

,



4. Trial - The tentative trying out of the practice or

idea accompanied by acquisition of information on

how to ao it, and

5. Adoption - The full-scale integration of the prac-

tice into the ongoing operation.

A second generalization of importance to the change agent

that information sources vary in-their effectiveness at different
4

stagee in the above-mentioned Awareness adoPtion continUuM.

Impersonal information sources such as radio, magazineio,newp-.,
pipers, etc.l'are quite effective in creating awareneieljn'terett,

,

and even some mental trial. However, 'in the latter itages'of

thie continuum personal sourcee of information are nedessary in

order to assure trial and adoption. (2, 13) The implications for

the "change agent" are unmistakable.

A third generalization that should constantly be kept in

mind by the interested "change agentf is that organizations have

within them people who are called "opinion leaders." (13, 19)

An "opinion leader"' is a person within a group, who because of

rank, status, role, or personality, is the one looked up to by

"other members of the group. Almost every decision or new idea

that is accepted by a group must be first legitimatized by these

"infleentialsf or the idea stands a very,good chance of failing

in being adopted. It is crucial that these "opinion leaderi" be

first identified and then utilized in fostering adoption of new

ideas.

4 ,
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.further-,generalization that has been proven by extensive

search is that the target audience or the people.Who will take. .

_

the new innovation must first perceive the need for the inno-,

vation,in order to'insure its successful integration into ongoing

practice. (8) /n short, the target audience must be'involved

n the early stages of theiplanning for innovation. If initially

.4inv0lved with the planning for innovation, when change does occur,

:its chances of "surviving" are greatly enhanced.

A further generalization that has extensive knowledge to

,substantiate it is that the new idea, practice, or product should

have a clear-cut advantage over that which it is attempting to

replace. (12) Demonstration of a clear-cut advantage enhances

the chance of innovation becoming integrated into ongoing prac-

tice.

Consistent with the former generalization is the one that

tbe new idea, practice, or product should be easily demon-

strated. (12) If people can readily see the new way of doing

things and find that it is workable, its dhances of adoption are

.; increased.

A factor thai appears ovious and not woithy of mention.but

,.that is not considered many times in an adoption attempt, is

that the new idea, practice, or product should not violate existing

va1ue structures. Any innovation that is too radical a.departure

from existing value patterns usually fails in being adopted. .Con-

sistent with this finding, the innovation proposed should be as

Congruent as.possible with existing value structures. (11).
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If an innovation costs too much money to utilize, its chances

adoption are limited. If the innovations can be instituted

'th little or no increase'in expenditures their Chances of bein

Adopted are increased.18).

If partial adoption is possible the new i4ea practice or

roduct will more readily be utilized. If one can'set ulkat schs

.whereby an innovation_ls only adopted on a partial basiaY

'than initial full-scale integration, its chancet

'increased.

ftsistance to Change

So far we have talked about how change agents CAA work

toward geiting new ideas adopted within the schOolsi day-to-day

operations. ImPlied in much of this dlitussion, however, is the

idea that adoption can be considered frcm another point of view.

Adoption can be considered a a decreat:4 of resistance to

any change.

Whitney (18) states in his study regarding inventions that

the use of any invention or innovation may be described'in terms

of the combined factors of demand minus resiitance. Indeed, each

of the five stages in the awareness-adoption continuum may be

viewed'as phases or stages in reducing resistance. One could,

therefore, plot a "resistance curve" which would be a mirror image

or direct opposite of an "adoption curve."
,



CAMin:Wition i161 deSciibed,thei4ia4e00

inno,VatiOn :

tits 'v

xeStistaitiCe: to: a

diOiltiat04

changefieriousli;

2. Prd andLtoh sides. identifiab
. ,

cin be .defined and its...power
,

Direct Conflict;, 'resietande
:

This is 'a crucial:stage for sUrVivaL.,

The Changers are in power; Wisdom:

'needed.te);'keep Opposition frOit illObili
_

Resistorsi are Seen as Cranki Or nuisanCei.... ,

. :,,; ,ze: ..

, .. -

5. Old adversaries are as few and alienated as

advocates were in the 'first Stage. Ad4óCates

.14

now resist aril?' new change.

Resistance to chnnge is not a single entitY ,otprocess. But,

it has many parts. Some major features that,,are 4escribed, in the .

literature are:

1. The change is a threat to the established ,

social structure.

Innovations sometimes pose a threat to establithed,soCial

structUre, and this phenomenOil has been:extensiVe 441184. A-2

*mere*. finding . of these studies is :,that cvation
_

its ioughly proportional to the amount of change 4/44,14 tv the

SoCial 'structure, eh& the strength of : thesOCIA1 valtes thich ire:t
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Meyerson and Katz (9) point out in their study that fads

5'-gain.rapid acceptance because they/do not cause change in the

-social structure, or in patterns of inter-action and communica-
,

tioS (i.e., hula-hoops).

2. An innovation can be a threat to vested

interests.

Some research shows that when a ruling minority has vested

interesti in keeping things the way they are, only token innova-

tion takes place. On the other hand, in a study done brWeiss (17),

it was determined that change may be accepted at upperleyels of .

a hierarchical organization only to encountei vested interests

at lower levels in the organization.

3. The innovation can be a threat to the

individual.

Individual resistance to change is usually because the person

is unfamiliar with the way things will be done when the change is

instituted. They are content and satisfied with the way things

are and, hence, resist any innovations that may chenge their day-

to-day activities. A change also can be construed as being a

threat to the individual's status. Mhen a change appears to dimin-

ish the influence or power of a certain group, the change will be

vigorously resisted.

4. Resistance because of the characteristics

of the innovation.

Some innovations are resiste6 primaril,/ becauan tho7

imoup acceptance rather than individual acceptance

r. 12,7 lA
,c. 4
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eristics of the inriovation make group concensus difficult

achieWei An example of an innovation which has encountered

espread resistance because of this factor is the universal

7edoption of the metric syStem.

The difficulties involved in understanding the phenomenon

of resistance are best summarized by Dykens et al, (5) when, thei

istated:

"The emotional aspects of change .are many. They
include general feelings and attitudes abOut change,
wishes to change, resistances to'changes, acceptance'
or rejection of change efforts. Ideritification:with
change, denial of change and a variety of egOdefen-
siVe responses to change. These aspects,Of ch*Ige,
based as they.are on present' and past eXperiences
and fantasies, require careful and sensitive scafinimg,
understanding and working through on the part of strate
gist and receiver alike." (p. 187)

.tiodels of Dissemination and Utilization

-
In last fall's speech, Dr. Hood also told you that.the rob-

,aem of research Utilization could be viewed'from foUr perOectives:',

,

1.. The Research Development and Diffusion PersOectiVe (RD & D).
-

k,

Dr. Hood calledthis the rationalistic approaCh io

Research Utilization. He used his own Par West. Lab-

oratory's ALERT system as an example of this

approach to RU. RD & D basically addreisses itself

to what roles ahd settings provide the needed func-

tions for Methods of improving practice.

2. The ProbleM Solver Perspective.

This petspsctive ,i.t$1 the ffT.n 6! in:1.4174e...lal

.4 L4i.f ;
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'

'ediive-assumes.
VW"

'

inflience, communibe

influentiaLvommunicaiors,,etc.

. Or. Ronald HaveloCk of:ilichiganIState

i8otal florms,
.

ing Of these, three erspectis ifitO
,

Oftentages'Of ihe'strengths of all

iehacessiry. On =the Other hand,
. .

ria
"-

pek04
,

hoOld be placed on the SI perspect ve,or epp040

probably alreaay gueised my adherene to.this.**00:O

think the findings of rural Socioldgists'-ind,.otheii'ire,Pii:

tO ahy effort aimed at disseminating diffusing, ancl'attaihing

utiliiation of ideas.

7raiiling for Change'Agents

One of the questions stated in the project summary'of the

olucas progrim is, "What needs for,special.kinds Of training do
)

.l r /1

those with dissemination responsibilities hal.47t'I'mould 'like to_

Address myself to this question for a short period'of time. 1

think'that the person,filling tir role Of dissemination, aiffusion,

or utilisation specialiót shoul

This'individualshoUld:rec'

Included'in the'cu

Uld be' eseati6tic.

q /k62,4

receir .14:ngii%

ive what /: call "çhnge Agnt

ricuIuM;of.this #0 AA

oft,
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4 can best effect social change. It is necessary that the change

agent have a knowledge of the many variables involved in the pro-

cess of social change. I believe that the degree of one's knowl-

,
edge in this area is directly proportional to the degree of

':..success one can expect from him.

The "Change Agent Training" should include also instruction

in the conducting, reading, and interpreting of appropriate

research. It is onlir through a knowledge of these areas that the

Change' Agent will be able to shorten the gap between research and

the practitioner. An extensive knowledge of experimental design,

statistical principles, etc., are necessary ingredients in the

repertoire of a successful change agent. It stands to reason

that if one's job is to disseminate research results, that the

diffuser or disseminator have a knowledge of research methodology.

A successful change agent training program would also include

instruction in communication techniques. A change agent must

have the ability to communicate the knowledge that he has derived,

extracted, and interpreted. In short, the change agent must also

be an instructor.

The change agent training should also include the.skills for

evaluating change efforts. The evaluation in the form of feedback

provides the change agent with a guide for future activities.

Skill in appropriate evaluation techniques is extremely crucial.

Once.receiving the training, the change agent's early activi-

tiej should be chosen with great care. Innovations and new ideas
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ould be disseminated that have a clear-cut advantage over exist-

ing ways of doing things. They should be'easily demonstrated,

and the ease of implementation should be stressed. It is crucial

that participating agencies assure early success for these

,- specialists.

,

Early success will assure that the specialist becomes a

respected conveyor of knowledge. The success of the Agricultural

Extension Agent is due to the fact that he is considered a highly

reputable and reliable source of information by the consumers of

that information.

In short, if the initial entry into the field by the,change

agent is with innovations and ideas and intervention strategies
,

of dubious quality, subsequent endeavors will be considerably

less effective no matter what the content.

At this point I would have liked to have included a discus-

sion about training in general, but time does not allow. Suffice

it to say that I think training is inherently a part of dissemi-

nation and research utilization activities. People interested in

diffusing, disseminating, and gaining utilization of ideas should
4.

be aware of research germane to the actual act of conducting

training, for training is the most commonly used vehicle to

assure utilization of ideas.

,Closing Remarks

tims.

I would like to close with the observation that change takes

ra;uiras a 'c.a.:joust .171.usL-.c46.n4 long-term invest-

ment of time, money, and skill, with stress on the latter. I
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ink 'what I m saying is,

change will never come." It will come, but you have to perse-

vere and work at it.

The typical change effort starts with the change agents'

worrying about the quality of theirWork. They obsess and pro-

craitinate and want to be sure that what they are going to dis-

seminate is worthwhile. I am reminded in this case of a quote

from Cardinal Aewman who said,'"Nothing would be done at all if

"Don't give up." Don't feel that

1

a man waited until he could do it so well that no one could find

fault with it." So be sure that your ideas are quality ones, but

don't hesitate ut of fear of their being accepted.

Once we have started the intervention, many times change

agents get extremely frustrated. "No one listens to us," they

say. Progress toward adoption is undiscernable. They wonder,

"Why don't they listen to me?" I am reminded of the quote I

read recently which was a paraphrase on a popular expression.

It reads, "Hell hath no fury like an expert scorned." Many times

we are frustrated, even angered,by the lack of response to our

efforts. I feel that this is a most serious occupational hazard.

I think a high threshold or tolerance for ambiguity and frustra-

tion is an extremely important prerequisite for anyone engaged

in dissemination activities.

Many times our efforts are unsuccessful; probably more often

ihan not. But when an idea, practice or product does get dis-

seminated and utilized, many times we do not get the credit.

People react as is typified by a quote.from ViOtor Hugo, "An idea

.150
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Dine is not to be resisted." People say it would

yway.

, that it didn't happen sitply by the passage of

happcn 1 a haphazard way, .and it was not a
...

Nyu'll know, and I'll know, that you worked, slaved,

Lemd to make it happen.

Ltely, isn't it enouegh of a reward to know that we

be done? I thin!,; it is.
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